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Century: Achieving Equal Justice for All
Alan W. Houseman'
"I don't need your help to stay poor. I can do that by myself"
Rosita Stanley, Georgia Clients Council'
"The only thing less popular than a poor person
these days, is a poor person with a lawyer."
Jon Asher, Director, Legal Aid Society of Metropolitan Denver2
I. INTRODUCTION
The system of providing civil legal assistance to our nation's poor is in
transition. How it will be structured and organized in the future are not
yet clear. Now is the time to reassess the mission, purposes, objectives,
and structure of the national civil legal assistance system and determine
how it should be changed to achieve equal justice for all.
A. Transition
Just three years ago the civil legal assistance system funded by the
Legal Services Corporation (LSC) consisted primarily of full-service pro-
viders, each serving one geographic area, with the responsibility and ca-
pacity to provide high-quality legal assistance in all forums and to ensure
access of all clients and client groups to the legal system.3 Today, instead
of one full-service provider, there are two newly organized direct service
t Alan W. Houseman is Director of the Center for Law and Social Policy, a national public
interest and policy organization located in Washington, D.C.
1. Rosita Stanley, Remarks to the Conference on Legal Services and Poverty Advocacy,
February 1994. The Conference was funded by the Ford Foundation and conducted by the Cen-
ter for Law and Social Policy at Airlie House in Virginia.
2. Robert Pear, With Welfare Changes Looming, Legal Aid for Poor Grows Scarce, N.Y.
TihEs, Sept. 5, 1995, at Al.
3. Of course, it was never the case that LSC-funded providers were the only providers who
delivered civil legal assistance to the poor. In cities like Washington, D.C., New York City, Chi-
cago, Detroit, and others, and in states like California, there were a number of providers, some
of which were full-service providers, that were not funded by LSC. In addition, there have been
pro bono programs, civil rights and civil liberties organizations, and other legal assistance pro-
viders that were not funded by LSC. However, within the last three years, the landscape of staff-
attorney providers has undergone substantial change.
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providers each operating statewide in the same geographic areas in six-
teen states and two direct service providers in over twenty large- or me-
dium-size cities. Moreover, because of the new restrictions on advocacy
and who can be represented (described below), LSC-funded legal serv-
ices programs cannot operate fully in all forums.
In addition, the network of federally funded entities that linked all of
the LSC-funded providers into a single national legal services program
has been substantially reduced and some components dismantled.4 At the
state level, these have been replaced by a separate group of non-LSC-
funded entities engaged in state advocacy in over twenty-five states!
While it is true that there are considerable regional variations to these
patterns of new providers, and more have been created in the Northeast
and West than in the South, all of these new providers exist in all regions.
In addition, the number of non-LSC-funded providers is very likely to in-
crease during this year in each of these categories and in every region in
the country.
Another emerging pattern involves pro bono efforts. It appears that
the number of independent pro bono programs 6 is increasing while the
in-house efforts are decreasing. If this trend continues, it too will reflect a
changing world from that of the 1980s and 1990s where many LSC-
funded programs resisted funding independent pro bono programs, but
instead conducted their own in-house pro bono programs and hired as
staff pro bono coordinators to refer cases to the private bar.
Moreover, many programs are developing new brief advice systems,
such as telephone hot lines, and new approaches to client intake. While
telephone "hotlines" for the elderly have been in existence for a number
of years because of the efforts of the American Association of Retired
Persons and its Legal Counsel for the Elderly, what is now emerging are
new statewide hotlines serving all categories of the poor. Such statewide
hotlines have developed in seven states and plans for another ten or so
are in various stages of implementation.7
Finally, we are beginning to see the emergence of comprehensive, in-
tegrated statewide systems of delivery that have the express goal of
4. This network consisted of state and national support centers, a National Clearinghouse
and poverty law journal, and training programs combined with a single federal source of funds,
quality standards, delivery research, and training.
5. Some of the state entities are formerly LSC-funded state support centers, although there
are less than ten of those still in existence.
6. Independent pro bono programs are freestanding programs or programs associated with
bar associations or other entities that are not direct recipients of LSC funds. In contrast, many
LSC-funded programs operate their own pro bono program.
7. A detailed description of five of the new statewide hotlines is provided in a recent LSC
publication, LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION, INTAKE SYSTEMS REPORT: INNOVATIVE USES
OF CENTRALIZED TELEPHONE INTAKE AND DELIVERY IN FIVE PROGRAMS (1988).
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achieving equal justice for all, are managed by a broadly representative
board, involve a single point of entry for all clients, integrate all institu-
tional and individual providers and partners, allocate resources among
providers to ensure that representation can occur in all forums for all
low-income persons, and seek to provide access to a range of services for
all eligible clients no matter where they live, the language they speak, or
the ethnic or cultural group of which they are members.8
B. The Challenges
The changes in the structure and organization of civil legal assistance
pose fundamental challenges to achieving equal justice for all. On the one
hand, this increasingly complex collection of providers could evolve into
a coordinated, integrated statewide system able to offer a full range of
effective and proactive services in all forums to a substantial number of
low-income persons. On the other hand, this emerging system of provid-
ers could evolve into a fragmented and uncoordinated set of organiza-
tions competing for scarce funds and providing assistance in a limited
range of substantive areas and without using all techniques of advocacy.
Preventing the emergence of the latter "system" will require changing
the mission, purposes, objectives, structure, and organization of the civil
legal assistance system. Leaders of civil legal assistance providers, pro
bono programs, law schools, the bar and the judiciary, and community
organizations, along with private attorneys and others involved on state
access-to-justice boards or commissions, are in a position to shape the di-
rection of the new civil legal-assistance system. To do so effectively, they
will have to take into account at least the following:
* changes in the legal system, including the increased use of alter-
natives to litigation to settle disputes and solve problems, the di-
minished role of litigation in protecting and expanding the rights
of low-income persons, the expanding use of nonlawyers to pro-
vide legal information and resolve disputes, and the growing
number of persons, rich or poor, who are utilizing the legal sys-
tem through their own pro se representation;
" changes in the laws affecting low-income persons;
* the shifting paradigms about domestic social policy and the place
of the poor and unpopular groups in our society. Ending poverty
through cash assistance is no longer seen as a high-priority gov-
ernmental or societal goal; there is very little interest in lifting the
8. Washington has developed such a statewide integrated system. Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Massachusetts, Maryland, New Jersey, Michigan, Florida, and Minnesota are moving
forward toward such a system.
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poor out of poverty through public assistance or other public en-
deavors;
" the fundamental distrust of government by the general populace,
particularly the federal government and federal programs;
* the need to serve more clients more efficiently and with a wider
range of available services;
* the need to develop new funding sources and maintain and ex-
pand existing federal, state and local governmental and private
funding sources; and,
* the need to build widespread public and political support for le-
gal services beyond lawyers and the justice system.
Thus, the fundamental issue for those concerned about the civil legal
assistance system for the future is: how should civil legal assistance be or-
ganized for the first decades of the 21st century in order to achieve equal
justice for all?
C. Overview of Recommendations
This paper argues for the development in each state of an integrated,
coordinated, collaborative, and comprehensive system of civil legal assis-
tance to low-income persons that seeks to achieve equal justice for all.
The state equal-justice system must carry out three fundamental objec-
tives:
1. Increase awareness of rights, options and services through coordi-
nated, systematic, and comprehensive outreach and community legal
education.
2. Facilitate access to legal assistance through a coordinated system
of service delivery, coordinated advice and brief services, and accessible,
flexible, responsive, and coordinated intake systems.
3. Provide a full range of civil legal assistance and related services to
enable low-income persons to anticipate and prevent legal problems from
arising, resolve their legal problems efficiently and effectively, protect
their legal rights, promote their legal interests, enforce and reform laws,
and improve their opportunities and quality of life.
To carry out these objectives the system would utilize diverse institu-
tional and individual providers including non-profit legal services pro-
grams; law firms; law schools; low-income-advocacy organizations and
groups; human-services, ecumenical, and community institutions; and
governmental or quasi-governmental institutions. Representation and as-
sistance would be undertaken by legal services staff; private attorneys
working pro bono and for compensation; law students and law teachers;
lawyers and others working for other government and private entities;
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staff assigned to, placed with, or working for other community-based or-
ganizations; lay advocates and non-lawyers associated with community
organizations; and court personnel.
These attorneys, paralegals, non-lawyers, and others, with substantive
support from a variety of local, state and national entities, would work
throughout the state in a coordinated and collaborative manner as a
community of advocates to ensure a full range of legal assistance options
to all low-income persons in all civil justice forums. Legal providers
would coordinate and collaborate with human services providers and
community organizations to deliver holistic and interdisciplinary services.
Providers and their partners would take full advantage of existing and in-
novative technologies and maximize the use of technology to delivery
high-quality legal assistance and other critical services.
Such a system also would address changing legal needs of low-income
persons and their communities by developing new and innovative sub-
stantive strategies and techniques of advocacy, reconfiguring its struc-
tures, and integrating its activities and reallocating resources to carry out
such strategies and techniques.
The system also would ensure statewide coordination and support for
all providers of civil legal assistance, including coordination of state-level
resources development, and would ensure coordination among states and
nationally.
II. THE CAUSES
The need to fundamentally transform and re-engineer the civil legal-
assistance system is a result of many factors including changes in the
practice of law, new laws affecting low-income persons, and widespread
recognition that changes were needed in the legal services delivery sys-
tem, although the initial driving force was the reduction in LSC funds,
the imposition of restrictions on all funds of LSC recipients, and the loss
of LSC funding for key support and training components of the LSC sys-
tem.
A. The LSC System
1. Description
The federal Legal Services Program began in the Office of Economic
Opportunity (OEO) in 1965. OEO created a unique structure, building
on the civil legal-aid model and on the demonstration projects at New
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Haven, New York, Boston, and Washington, D.C., funded by the Ford
Foundation in the early 1960s.9
The architects of the new federal program recognized that civil legal
assistance did not exist in many parts of the country and realized two
fundamental propositions: First, that "something new" was needed-
well-funded legal aid would not do.'0 Second, that the law could be used
as an instrument for orderly and constructive social change as was being
done by lawyers for the civil rights and civil liberties movements."
The "something new" for legal services involved five elements.
The first was the notion of responsibility to all poor people as a
"client community." Legal services programs served, as a whole, the poor
people who resided in their geographic service area, not just individual
clients who happened to be indigent.
The second was an emphasis by legal services on the right of clients to
control decisions about the solutions pursued for their problems. Legal
services was an advocate whose use was to be determined by poor people
rather than an agency to give services to poor people.
The third was a commitment to redress historic inadequacies in the
enforcement of legal rights of poor people caused by lack of access to the
institutions that created those rights. Legal services pursued "law re-
form," a phrase coined by Justice Johnson to create a goal for the legal
services program during the early years.
The fourth was a responsiveness to legal need rather than to demand.
Probably the greatest deficiency of the legal aid societies was that they
responded only to uninformed demand-to those who walked into the
office-so that large parts of the legal needs of the poor were not ad-
dressed while resources were committed to the generally narrow range of
legal problems that poor people recognized. Through community educa-
9. These are described in EARL JOHNSON, JR., JUSTICE AND REFORM: THE FORMATIVE
YEARS OF THE AMERICAN LEGAL SERVICES PROGRAM 21-32 (1974); and JOHN A. DOOLEY &
ALAN W. HOUSEMAN, LEGAL SERVICES HISTORY 2 (1985).
10. The notion of "something new" came from a speech given by Attorney General
Nicholas deB. Katzenbach at the 1964 Conference on the Extension of Legal Services to the
Poor:
[The problems of the poor] are not new problems. It is our appreciation of them that is
new. There has been long and devoted service to the legal problems of the poor by le-
gal aid societies and public defenders in many cities. But, without disrespect to this im-
portant work, we cannot translate our new concern into successful action simply by
providing more of the same. There must be new techniques, new services, and new
forms of interprofessional cooperation to match our new interest.
U.S. DEP'T OF HEALTH, EDUC. AND WELFARE, CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS-THE Ex-
TENSION OF LEGAL SERVICES TO THE POOR 11 (1964).
11. In the words of Clint Bamberger, the first Director of the Office of Legal Services
within the Office of Economic Opportunity, his office was designed to marshal "the forces of
law and the powers of lawyers in the War on Poverty to defeat the causes and effects of pov-
erty."
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tion, outreach efforts, and a physical presence in the community, legal
services programs were able to assist clients to identify critical needs and
fashion legal responses.
The fifth was a full range of service and advocacy tools, as full a range
as that offered by private attorneys for the affluent.
Unlike other legal aid systems, the U.S. system utilized staff attorneys
working for nonprofit entities, not private attorneys participating in judi-
care programs. OEO funded full-service providers, each serving one geo-
graphic area, which had the obligation to ensure access of all clients and
client groups to the legal system. The only national earmarking of funds
within the OEO Office of Legal Services was for Native Americans and
migrant farmworkers, for whom OEO created separate funding and a
somewhat separate delivery system. Legal services also developed a
unique infrastructure found nowhere else in the world that-through na-
tional and state support and training programs and a national clearing-
house-provided both leadership and support on substantive poverty law
issues. State and national support centers also engaged in major litigation
and undertook representation before state and federal legislative and
administrative bodies.
The structure put in place by OEO was carried over fundamentally
unchanged by the Legal Services Corporation when it began to function
in 1975. Moreover, LSC expanded to reach every county in the country
by using the OEO model and expanded representation to Native Ameri-
cans and migrant farmworkers by continuing those separately funded and
structured delivery systems.
2. The Accomplishments
a. Overall Delivery Issues
Given the political environment in which LSC operates, its accom-
plishments are quite remarkable. LSC expanded civil legal aid to reach
all areas of the country with some type of program. Federal funding
through LSC grew to $415 million in early 1995. Today, the LSC funding
level through LSC is $283 million and total funding for LSC-funded pro-
grams is approximately $530 million. Tthere is roughly another $300 mil-
lion to $350 million provided to non-LSC funded civil programs. The
staff attorney model remains the primary means of subsidized delivery of
civil legal assistance, although since 1981 there has been a substantial
growth of pro bono programs and private attorney involvement in the
organized delivery system. Over 130,000 lawyers provide civil representa-
tion to the poor under pro bono programs. The support structure re-
mained in place until 1996.
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b. Impact on Poverty
While the national legal services program did not end poverty, legal
services representation did improve the lives of the poor and prevented
other low-income persons from becoming poor.
First, legal services representation successfully created new legal
rights through judicial decisions and representation before legislative and
administrative bodies.
For example, legal-services attorneys won landmark decisions such as
Shapiro v. Thompson12 which ensured that legal welfare recipients were
not arbitrarily denied benefits. Perhaps the greatest victory was Goldberg
v. Kelley,1 3 which led to the due process revolution. Goldberg required
the government to follow due process when seeking to terminate bene-
fits. A series of latter cases expanded due process to large areas of public
and private spheres. Escalero v. New York City Housing Authority,14 re-
quired public housing authorities to provide hearings before evictions
from public housing; later decisions such as Fuentes v. Shevin5 required
that private parties follow due process when seeking to recover posses-
sions such as automobiles.
Equally significant were judicial decisions, stimulated by creative ad-
vocacy by lawyers, that expanded common-law theories on retaliatory
evictions and the implied warranty of habitability. These insured that the
poor could not be evicted from housing when the landlord failed to meet
statutory and common law obligations.
Legal-services attorneys also effectively enforced rights that were
theoretically in existence but honored in the breach. Legal-services rep-
resentation ensured that federal law benefitting the poor was enforced on
behalf of the poor. King v. Smith1 6 not only led to the enforcement of
federal statutory law in the legal welfare area, but also, until recently, set
the framework for enforcement of federal law across the board. And,
more recently, legal-services programs won Sullivan v. Zebley,1 7 the case
providing SSI benefits to hundreds of thousands of families with disabled
kids.
Perhaps most important, sustained and effective legal-services repre-
sentation fundamentally changed public and private agencies and entities
that deal with the poor. Legal-services representation altered the court
system by simplifying court procedures and rules so that they could be
12. 394 U.S. 638 (1969).
13. 397 U.S. 254 (1970).
14. 425 F.2d 953 (2d Cir. 1970).
15. 407 U.S. 67 (1972).
16. 392 U.S. 309 (1968).
17. 493 U.S. 521 (1990).
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understood by and made more accessible to the poor. Legal-services rep-
resentation also forced the welfare and public-housing bureaucracies,
schools, and hospitals to act according to a set of rules and laws and to
treat the poor equitably and in a manner sensitive to their needs. And le-
gal services programs have been on the forefront of the efforts to assist
women subject to domestic violence.
B. Recent Developments: Congress and LSC
For the last 30 years, the legal-services program has been a national
program whose principal, and in some places sole, funder was the federal
government, initially through federal agencies and, since 1975, through
the Legal Services Corporation. The structure and principal directions of
the program have been set by congressional legislation and the regula-
tions, policies, and oversight provided by LSC. While the preeminence of
the LSC role began to change during the 1980s and into the 1990s, as
states and other non-LSC funding sources began to provide a greater
share of overall legal services resources, the program remained essen-
tially national in scope and direction, and local program directors and
staff all shared the view that the legal services program was to help peo-
ple in poverty address their most pressing legal needs.
1. Congress
Beginning in 1995, this national delivery system and its sense of
shared values has been undermined by well-organized, well-financed, and
successful efforts by critics of legal services, many of whom do not be-
lieve in government-funded civil legal assistance. The leadership of the
104th Congress attempted to eliminate the Legal Services Corporation
and federal funding for civil legal services because many key congres-
sional leaders do not see legal services as a federal responsibility and be-
lieve that it is infused with social activist lawyers who can effectively stop
welfare and other reforms they now seek to enact."' Congress failed to
eliminate LSC only because an effective lobbying and media effort made
it possible for a loose bi-partisan coalition of "moderate" Republicans
and "blue dog" Democrats to come together and join with other tradi-
tional Democrats to preserve funding for the program.' 9 However, the
18. See Naftali Bendavid, As GOP Soars, Will LSC Sink? LEGAL TIMES, Dec. 5, 1994;
Steve Largent, It's A Good Idea Gone Bad: Legal Services Corporation No Longer Meets Its
Mandate. It Should Die, USA TODAY, May 25, 1995, at A26; William Mellor, Want Welfare Re-
form? First Fight Legal Services Corporation, WALL ST. J., Feb. 1, 1995, at A13; Henry Wein-
stein, Great Society's Legal Aid for Poor Targeted by Budget Ax, L.A. TIMES, Dec. 29, 1995, at
A14.
19. There were considerable differences among opponents on how to kill LSC. In Septem-
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moderate support from both parties that was needed to form a majority
to preserve the program was premised on substantial "reforms," and the
national legal services program paid a huge price.20 Federal funding for
legal services was cut by 30%, from $415 million in Fiscal Year (FY) 1995
to $283 million in FY 1997 and FY 1998; 12.9% of program staff left and
12.7% of legal-services local offices were closed.21 In addition, state and
national institutions that made up the legal services support and infra-
structure lost all of their LSC funds. As a result, many of those institu-
tions were initially in disarray and financial turmoil, although much of the
infrastructure and many of these programs are still in existence because
of other funding.=
Equally significant were the restrictions in the 1996, 1997, and 1998
appropriations legislation on the work of programs that receive LSC
funds.23 No longer will programs be able to use funds available from non-
ber 1995, the House Judiciary Committee reported out the Legal Aid Grant Act, H.R. 2277,
104th Cong. (1995), which would have radically altered the current federally funded legal serv-
ices program by eliminating the Legal Services Corporation and sending funds to the states for
allocation under the rubric of "block grants." Over a four year period, block grant funds could
be used for only a limited range of services and causes of action, subject to severe restrictions,
and state legal services funds were subject to those same restrictions. The House leadership,
however, wanted to end legal services within two years and decided to let reauthorization for
the legal services program simply languish. The original House appropriation for Fiscal Year
1997 included only $141 million for LSC, putting it on a "glide path to elimination." However,
the full House subsequently raised LSC funding to $250 million.
20. A prevalent rumor within the legal services community reported in a number of news-
paper articles suggested that LSC had accepted the new restrictions in exchange for continued
funding through some agreement bargained with the Congressional leadership. See, e.g., David
Cole, A Shackling Compromise: How the Legal Services Corp. Sold Out the Poor, LEGAL
TIMES, Jan. 27, 1997, at 27. These factual assertions reflect neither what happened nor the LSC
role in the congressional consideration of the FY 1996 and FY 1997 legislation. As Alexander
Forger, President of LSC, stated in Alexander Forger, Letter to the Editor, LEGAL TIMES, Feb.
3, 1997, at 27: "The specter of our corporation sitting at the bargaining table trading off consti-
tutional rights for life is pure fantasy. In fact, we fought both our budgetary reductions and the
restrictions in the limited forums to which we were invited."
21. LSC FACTBOOK 9 (1996)
22. For example, key components of the infrastructure have fared as follows: Five regional
training centers previously funded by LSC have been dismantled; training is being done by local
and state legal services programs, the National Legal Aid and Defender Association
(NLADA), and the national support centers. The National Clearinghouse has significantly
downsized but continues to produce the Clearinghouse Review and serve as a clearinghouse of
information on case developments and regulatory and legislative issues affecting the poor. Most
of the 50 formerly LSC-funded state support units have lost staff and substantial resources;
many are no longer in existence, but some have been reorganized and others have continued
with non-LSC funds. Of the former 15 national support centers, only one has gone out of exis-
tence. Most of the remaining centers remain viable and have attracted substantial foundation
and other funding over the last year. Several have actually been able to obtain sufficient funding
to hire new staff. However, the national support centers have not made up the $8 million in LSC
funds that was previously provided for national support.
23. It is necessary to take whatever steps are possible to remove restrictions on both which
clients can be served and what legal services can be provided. It is particularly important to re-
move the restrictions on the non-LSC funds of LSC-funded programs because such restrictions
dry up funding sources that have in the past and will in the future provide resources to serve the
critical legal problems of low-income clients. On the merits, restrictions on advocacy are unnec-
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LSC sources to undertake activities that are restricted with the use of
LSC funds. Under the new legislation, all of a program's funds, from
whatever source, will be restricted.24
With a few narrow exceptions, recipients are precluded from advo-
cacy and representation before legislative bodies and in administrative
rulemaking proceedings.2' In addition, recipients cannot initiate, partici-
pate, or engage in any new class actions and were required to discontinue
work on pending class actions by August 1, 1996.26 Recipients cannot
claim, collect, or retain attorneys' fees from adverse parties on cases initi-
ated after April 25, 1996, even when the fees are otherwise permitted by
statute.2 Moreover, recipients can no longer challenge state or federal
welfare reform laws or formally adopted regulations2
Recipients are prohibited from representing clients in redistricting
cases, 2 participating in any litigation with regard to abortion, repre-
senting certain aliens,3' participating in litigation on behalf of persons in-
carcerated in a federal, state or local prison (including pre-trial detain-
ees),32 and representing persons convicted of, or charged with, drug
crimes in public housing evictions when the evictions are based on al-
leged threats to the health or safety of public-housing residents or em-
ployees.3
In addition, recipients have to identify potential plaintiff clients by
name and obtain a written statement of facts from any plaintiff client be-
fore they can engage in precomplaint settlement negotiations or file suit
on the client's behalf. Recipients cannot conduct training programs to
advocate particular public policies or political activities and cannot do
essary to address perceived problems and without justification. The principles of equal justice
do not distinguish between one group of clients and another, between the deserving and the un-
deserving poor, whether they be welfare recipients, aliens, prisoners, or persons charged with
drug offenses who reside in a public housing project. Nor should low-income persons be pre-
vented from bringing class actions to vindicate their rights, claiming attorney's fees that are
available by law, or seeking necessary relief that is only available from legislative or administra-
tive bodies.
24. See Omnibus Consolidated Rescissions and Appropriations Act of 1996, Pub. L. 104-
134, § 504, 110 Stat. 1321; 45 C.F.R. pt. 1610 (1997).
25. See § 504(a)(2)-(6); 45 C.F.R. pt. 1612 (1997).
26. See § 504(a)(7); 45 C.F.R. pt. 1617 (1997).
27. See § 504(a)(13); 45 C.F.R. pt. 1642 (1997).
28. See § 504(a)(16); 45 C.F.R. pt. 1639 (1997).
29. See § 504(a)(1); 45 C.F.R. pt. 1632 (1997).
30. See § 504(a)(14).
31. See § 504(a)(11); 45 C.F.R. pt. 1626 (1997).
32. See § 504(a)(15); 45 C.F.R. pt. 1632 (1997).
33. See § 504(a)(17); 45 C.F.R. pt. 1633 (1997).
34. See § 504(a)(8); 45 C.F.R. pt. 1636 (1997).
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training on prohibited cases or advocacy activities (e.g., lobbying, rule-
making, attorneys' fees)."
In the FY 1998 appropriations bill, there are three new provisions.
One provided LSC with new authority to debar recipients from future
grants if they were determined to have substantially violated the LSC
Act or appropriation provisions or if they sued LSC because of the re-
strictions.37 Another eliminated procedural rights to a hearing before an
independent hearing officer when LSC sought to terminate or deny re-
funding.38 The last required LSC programs to disclose to LSC and the
general public for cases initiated by the program the name and address of
all parties, the cause of action and the case number and address of the
court in which the case was filed. 9
The same forces which dominated the 104th Congress on the issue of
legal services continue to dominate the 105th Congress. The leadership in
both the House and Senate remains unequivocally opposed to a federal
legal-services program. The "moderate" forces will continue to play the
pivotal role. While the Administration is committed to continue to fight
for modest increases in funding, it is not likely to insist upon either sig-
nificant changes in the types of programs that can be funded or the re-
moval of the restrictions on recipients of those funds. Thus, what is at
stake in the 105th Congress is still the overall survival of a Federal legal
services program.
2. The Response from the Civil Legal Assistance Community
In response to these funding cuts and restrictions, fundamental
changes are being made in the legal services delivery system at the state
level, and many current or former LSC recipients have given up LSC
funds or are heading in new directions not followed in the past.41 In only
35. See § 504(a)(12); 45 C.F.R. § 1612.8 (1997).
36. Legal Services Corporation Act, 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 2996-2996k (West 1994 & Supp. 1998)
[hereinafter LSC Act].
37. See Departments of Commerce, Justice and State, the Judiciary, and Related Agencies
Appropriations Act, 1998, Pub. L. 105-119 [hereinafter 1998 Appropriations Act], § 504(a), 111
Stat. 2440.
38. Section 501(b) of the 1998 Appropriations Act states that sections 1007(a)(9) and 1011
of the LSC Act "shall not apply to the provision, denial, suspension, or termination of any fi-
nancial assistance using funds appropriated in this Act." Id. § 501(b).
39. See id. § 505(a); Disclosure of Case Information, 63 Fed. Reg. 33,251 (1998) (to be codi-
fied at 45 C.F.R. pt. 1644).
40. The FY 1999 budget of the President proposed $340 million for LSC, but included all of
the restrictions contained in the FY 1998 appropriations. It did not include the Burton Amend-
ment case disclosure requirements added in FY 1998 and described above. LSC submitted a
budget request for $340 million and current appropriation provisions.
41. By 1998, at least 35 grantees in 18 states had given up their LSC funds and continued to
operate using only non-LSC funds. In ten of these states, new entities had been established to
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a few states were the providers of civil legal assistance and the delivery
system they operated unchanged. In addition, new efforts to raise public
funds, such as expanding IOLTA funding4 2 and earmarking state general
revenue appropriations and filing fee surcharges for civil legal services,
are being pursued in over half of the states. Similarly, in at least 24 juris-
dictions new bar initiatives, including the expandsion of pro bono efforts,
have begun. Furthermore, in a number of states new and increased ef-
forts have been undertaken to raise private funds from local foundations,
private law firms, United Way campaigns, and individual contributors.43
Thus, what is emerging in many states is a new delivery system that
includes both programs funded with LSC funds but restricted in their ac-
tivities, as well as programs funded with substantial non-LSC funds. The
non-LSC providers are free to engage in class actions, welfare reform ad-
vocacy, policy representation, and assistance to aliens and prisoners so
long as their public and private funding sources permit their resources to
be used for those activities. Moreover, in a number of jurisdictions, the
private bar is becoming significantly more involved in delivering basic le-
gal services as well as undertaking those activities that LSC recipients are
restricted from handling.
One fundamental consequence of these developments is that state-
level funding has become a primary focal point for the future of civil legal
assistance. Moreover, as more programs operate without LSC funding
and greater resources are provided by other funders, LSC will have far
less ability to set directions for the overall civil legal assistance system.
44
Thus, how programs are structured, how various providers are coordi-
nated and integrated into an effective whole, and ultimately how civil le-
receive LSC funds. Many of these new LSC-funded entities had established extensive "hot line"
advice, brief service, and referral systems and were relying upon private attorneys and non-
LSC-funded entities to provide basic legal representation. In at least 26 other states, new enti-
ties had been established to receive the non-LSC funds that had previously gone to the LSC re-
cipients. In at least 15 states, former legal services attorneys had set up new, or moved to exist-
ing, "public interest" law firms devoted to serving low-income persons without direct
governmental funding.
42. Interest on Lawyers' Trust Accounts are programs that authorize attorneys to pool
nominal or short-term client funds into checking accounts where such interest is pooled and
used to fund civil legal services programs around the state.
43. See AMERICAN BAR ASS'N & NAT'L LEGAL AID AND DEFENDER ASS'N, THE SPAN
UPDATE: A GUIDE TO LEGAL SERVICES PLANNING (1998); STANDING COMM. ON LEGAL AID,
AM. BAR ASS'N & INDIGENT DEFENDANTS PROJECT TO EXPAND RESOURCES FOR LEGAL
SERVICES, A CHART OF SIGNIFICANT FUND RAISING ACTIVITIES FOR LEGAL SERVICES (1998).
44. Not only will alternative funding sources continue to grow in most states, but they will
ultimately predominate in many, where LSC will no longer have the primary role in funding
legal services. The amount of non-LSC funds varies greatly among states: 15 states in the South,
Southwest, and Rocky Mountain areas receive less than 30% of their total funding from non-
LSC sources; 18 states have non-LSC funding of over 50% of their total funding. A few states
have non-LSC funding as high as 86%.
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gal assistance for low-income persons are provided, will depend as much
on state-level actions as on national-level actions.45
C. The Problems Within
Even if Congress had not reduced funding and imposed new restric-
tions on legal services, there were significant problems within the federal
legal services program that would have required substantial changes in
how both individual grantees and the civil legal assistance system as a
464
whole operates. ' An earlier article detailed these problems,47 which are
only summarized here.
First, in many states and within many civil legal-assistance providers,
directors, board members, and staff do not have a shared vision of what
the civil legal-assistance system should be and where it should be heading
in the long-term. Nor have many providers, individually or collectively,
developed a common sense of vision and mission with the low-income
community.
In addition, the civil legal assistance delivery system has become, in
many ways, a social services bureaucracy that shares many characteristics
with other social services bureaucracies.4 This development was inevita-
ble in an organization as large and complex as legal services. The admin-
istrative and fiscal requirements on legal services programs today can
sometimes result in focusing too much on internal organizational matters
and too little on changing client legal needs, new and improved tech-
45. This newly emerging system of delivery must be put into context. The increase in state
funding and responsibility for civil legal assistance has not made up for the loss of $117 million
in federal funding nor has it replaced the staff who left and the offices that closed. Moreover,
states with limited non-LSC funds have not been able to establish the dual delivery systems or
overcome the massive disruptions resulting from the funding reductions, office closures, and
restrictions on advocacy. State funding is no more secure than federal funding and the debate
over whether there should be governmental funding for civil legal assistance is not limited to
Congress. Many of the same debates are occurring at the state level. Finally, IOLTA funding is
under constitutional attack in several states and in the federal system. See, for example, Cone v.
State Bar of Florida, 819 F.2d 1002 (lth Cir.), cert. denied, 487 U.S. 917 (1987), Washington
Legal Foundation v. Massachusetts Bar Foundation, 993 F.2d 962 (1st Cir. 1993), and Washing-
ton Legal Foundation v. Legal Foundation of Washington, No. C97-0146C (W.D. Wash. Jan. 30,
1998), which upheld IOLTA programs in Florida, Massachusetts and Washington, respectively.
Last term, the Supreme Court decided one issue regarding the constitutionality of IOLTA pro-
grams, holding that interest on IOLTA funds in Texas is the private property of the client. See
Phillips v. Washington Legal Foundation, 118 S. Ct. 1925 (1998).
46. Reduced funding and substantive restrictions were not the appropriate remedies for the
problems in civil legal assistance. In fact, congressional action has made change harder in some
parts of the country, particularly those with limited non-LSC funds.
47. See Alan W. Houseman, Political Lessons: Legal Services for the Poor; A Commentary,
83 GEo. L.J. 1669, 1688-1704 (1995).
48. Many civil legal assistance providers utilize a hierarchal authority structure, a system of
rules governing positions and cases, a highly specialized division of labor, impersonal social re-
lations, and recruitment of staff to a salaried career with security of tenure on the basis of tech-
nical qualifications.
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niques of advocacy, and new substantive strategies and innovations. The
concern is that some legal services programs may have become bureauc-
ratized to such an extent that they do too little and they cannot effec-
tively respond to the problems of low-income persons in their service ar-
eas.49 Related to the concerns about bureaucracy, are concerns about the
quality of lawyering going on in some programs and the productivity of
some program staff.
Moreover, many legal services programs and staff are isolated from
the communities they are supposed to assist. Many program offices have
been centralized outside of low-income neighborhoods. Many staff mem-
bers and directors do not relate to community efforts that are directed
toward addressing systemic community problems. Others have not estab-
lished effective working relationships with a wide variety of community
groups working on issues that affect the poor. Still other staff members
never venture beyond their offices; many never visit housing projects,
welfare offices, nursing homes, homeless shelters, inner-city schools,
churches and similar institutions.
Isolation from the client community and the internal focus that some
providers may have is exacerbated by the insularity in which some legal
assistance providers operate. These providers have remained insulated
from the work of other advocacy organizations, law school clinics, private
attorneys involved in civil legal assistance, nonprofit providers of other
services, and other local efforts going on in the communities in which
they work.
Furthermore, many civil legal assistance providers have not focused
sufficient resources on self-help efforts, community legal education, and
economic development, and have been slow to develop effective rela-
tions with providers who use new approaches to problem solving, such as
the use of alternative dispute resolution (ADR), private dispute resolu-
tion forums, and community justice centers. Many civil legal assistance
providers have been slow to use new technology.
Finally, even prior to the elimination of $25 million in LSC funding
for support, which fundamentally altered the support infrastructure that
had been developed in the early years of the federal program, it was clear
that there were deficiencies in national and state advocacy and research
capacities. For example, there was no national research capacity and no
central coordination for training and technical assistance, but there were
substantial problems of communication and information sharing among
and between all levels of the support structure. Similarly, many states
49. See John A. Dooley, Legal Services in the 1990s, in CIVIL JUSTIcE: AN AGENDA FOR
THE 1990s (Am. Bar Ass'n ed., 1991).
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lacked an effective capacity to undertake representation, coordination,
and support at the state level.
D. Changes in Legal Needs
1. Devolution
We cannot consider how civil legal assistance should be delivered in
the future without also taking into account the changes in legal needs of
low-income persons. Perhaps the greatest changes arise from devolution,
the now-common description of the shift in responsibility from the fed-
eral to the state level for social programs. The prime example of devolu-
tion is the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation
Act of 1996 (PRWORA) ° This new law ended "welfare as we know it"
by eliminating the federal AFDC program that provided cash assistance
to low-income families with dependent children.
More specifically, under the old AFDC program, the federal govern-
ment set the eligibility criteria and made the basic rules which governed
the administration of the program, and then states received federal
matching funding for every recipient enrolled in the program. Under the
new law, the federal framework and eligibility criteria were eliminated
and replaced by a block grant program known as Temporary Assistance
for Needy Families (TANF).s1 This fundamental structural change gives
states almost total discretion to shape their programs of cash assistance,
employment and training, child care, and related health care services-
states can now determine who will receive assistance, what form that as-
sistance will take and under what conditions it will be available.
Devolution also is central to changes made to the food stamp and
Medicaid programs, assistance to legal immigrants, and uses of federal
child care funds. 2 In addition, both the FY 1996 and FY 1997 federal
budgets authorized significant new flexibility in the state and local ad-
ministration of programs under the Job Training Partnership Act
(JTPA); for example, localities now decide whether to transfer funds
among various target groups and can seek waivers for administrative
simplification.
50. Pub. L. No. 104-193, 110 Stat. 2105.
51. See 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 601-603 (West Supp. 1998).
52. Detailed discussion of these programs and policies is found in the January-February,
1997 and January-February 1998 issues of the Clearinghouse Review and in publications pre-
pared by the Center for Law and Social Policy (CLASP), the Center on Budget and Policy Pri-
orities, the Welfare Law Center, the Children's Defense Fund, the National Health Law Pro-
gram, the National Center for Youth Law, the National Senior Citizens Law Center, the Food
Research and Action Center, the National Immigration Law Centers and numerous other na-
tional and state organizations.
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Yet another piece of legislation expanding state flexibility became law
in June 1997. It gives states the option of retaining food stamp benefits at
state cost for some or all categories of legal immigrants. 5 The legislation
allows states to reimburse the U.S. Department of Agriculture for the
cost of the stamps provided to those immigrants the state elects to serve.
Ten states already have elected this option.
The Balanced Budget Act of 1997 further expands the shift of
authority over low-income programs to state and local governments.-M It
creates a new child health block grant. 5 An important new array of
Medicaid options is also available to states. 6 For example, for the first
time, states have the option to implement a presumption of eligibility of
certain children and the ability to provide children continuous eligibility
over the course of the year. Expanded managed care options are a part of
this new package. Taken together, the child health block grant and the
Medicaid managed care discretion create something akin to a block grant
with substantial state discretion and limited federal protections.
In addition, the new law creates a "welfare-to-work" block grant pro-
gram for states and cities, with grantees given substantial flexibility over
program design.
Finally, local flexibility has increased substantially, and is about to in-
crease more, as a result of changes already made and about to be made in
federal housing laws. 3 Housing legislation which has passed the House
and Senate will relax or eliminate longstanding federal rules governing
which households should be aided when housing vouchers, certificates,
and public housing units become available through normal turnover or
for other reasons. 9 The legislation, which will likely be enacted in 1998,
gives the nation's 3,300 local public-housing authorities (PHAs) the
authority to alter program admission rules and rent structures. PHAs will
be able to use this flexibility to design innovative ways to revamp housing
53. Pub L. No. 105-18, 111 Stat. 158 (June 12, 1997).
54. Pub L. No. 105-33, 111 Stat. 251.
55. See CINDY MANN, CENTER ON BUDGET AND POLICY PRIORITIES, WHY NOT
MEDICAID? USING CHILD HEALTH FUNDS TO ExPAND COVERAGE THROUGH THE MEDICAID
PROGRAM (1997); NATIONAL HEALTH LAW PROGRAM ET AL., THE BALANCED BUDGET ACT
OF 1997: RESHAPING THE HEALTH SAFETY NET FOR AMERICA'S POOR 39-53 (1997).
56. See ANDY SCHNEIDER, CENTER ON BUDGET AND POLICY PRIORITIES, OVERVIEW OF
MEDICAID PROVISIONS IN THE BALANCED BUDGET ACT OF 1997, P.L. 105-33 (1997); THE
BALANCED BUDGET ACT n. 3.
57. MARK GREENBERG, CLASP, WELFARE-To-WORK GRANTS AND OTHER TANF-
RELATED PROVISIONS IN THE BALANCED BUDGET ACT OF 1997 (1997).
58. See David Bryson, How the Clinton Administration and the 104th Congress Impaired
Poor People's Rights to Housing, 30 CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 154 (1997).
59. BARBARA SARD ET AL., CENTER ON BUDGET AND POLICY PRIORITIES, HOUSING
BILLS vOULD REDUCE ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE TO POOR FAMILIES: WORKING POOR AND
FAMILIES MOVING FROM WELFARE TO WORK WOULD BE ADVERSELY AFFECTED (1997).
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programs in ways that complement and support state and local efforts to
move families from welfare to work. But PHAs also will be able to use
their new authority to shrink housing aid for the poor over time and shift
a growing proportion of rental subsidies to lower-middle-income families
with incomes up to $35,000.
2. Implications for Advocacy Resulting From Devolution
The impact on civil legal assistance of this historic shift in decision
making authority over low-income programs is enormous.
At the most basic level, these social policy changes will cause in-
creased hardship, greater homelessness, and less family stability for low-
income persons. Demand for civil legal assistance will escalate, not just
over public benefits issues, but also because of increased evictions,
heightened family violence, more repossessions, new employment issues,
and greater state intervention in child welfare matters.
Moreover, policies which flow from devolution have fundamentally
changed the legal structure in which many poverty law advocates have
effectively functioned in the past. PRWORA, for example, eliminated
many of the federal statutory and regulatory protections that had been
the basis for significant welfare and other litigation prior to the enact-
ment of PRWORA. In addition, many states have eliminated, or are
proposing to eliminate, any state duty to provide income maintenance as-
sistance, child care, or other vital services. Recent Supreme Court deci-
sions on federal private rights of action have limited opportunities to
challenge state policies and practices as a violation of federal law. 6 Fi-
nally, states will have the discretion to make decisions that are not based
on standard criteria or are not uniformly applied to all recipients.
Even more significant, since much individual representation will no
longer rely upon a clear legal right that the state has violated, representa-
tion of clients will be based on fact-specific situations. Lawyers, parale-
gals, and lay advocates will seek to persuade agency officials or case-
workers that the client should be assisted, should not be terminated,
should receive child care, has been given an innappropriate work place-
ment, etc.
61
Moreover, given the fact that states will have substantial discretion
and can make decisions that are not based on criteria or are not uni-
formly applied to all recipients, advocates will have far fewer legal han-
60. See Blessing v. Freestone, 117 S. Ct. 1353 (1997).
61. LSC-funded programs can represent clients within the administrative processes of State
agencies and can seek individual relief in court even in welfare reform matters so long as they
do not directly challenge existing federal or state welfare reform laws or regulations adopted
pursuant to formal notice and comment. See 45 C.F.R. pt. 1639 (1997).
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dies to use in representing their clients.6 Thus, for example, when faced
with agency placement processes, legal services attorneys and paralegals
will be forced to make arguments based on a client's particular situation
and not on some law or agency rule, i.e., advocates will have to cut the
best deal possible. On the other hand, helping clients who are unhappy
with their work placements or who feel that they are being treated or
sanctioned arbitrarily will likely necessitate showing that the particular
placement or program in which the client is enrolled is not suitable for
that client. In either case, advocacy will require a much greater familiarity
with the actual services available to participants as well as the opportuni-
ties and options that exist for those placed in work placements. And it
will require more extensive factual investigation about, and presentation
on, a recipient's family situation, educational background, skills, and em-
ployability. In short, we are moving from a system of advocacy based on
applying federal law and rules to state agency practices to a system that is
fact-based and relies on effective and persuasive presentation of facts and
options to agency decisionmakers.
Devolution will have an enormous impact on the kind of substantive
work which providers must do. As welfare agencies emphasize a "work
first" approach, a critical area of legal assistance involves helping clients
improve job prospects and obtain and maintain stable employment so
that those who can work are able to obtain jobs that help get them out of
poverty and those who have and can retain jobs and income do not fall
into poverty. The strategies vary according to local situations, but in-
clude:
" working with a community collaboration of business and civic
leaders seeking to assist welfare recipients to obtain private sec-
tor work and employment;
" ensuring that minimum employment standards apply to unpaid
work and similar work assignments;63
62. This fundamental change does not eliminate all federal legal protections, however.
There remain a range of constitutional and statutory provisions which can be called upon by
lawyers representing the poor. A recent series of articles in the January-February 1998 issue of
the Clearinghouse Review lays out a number of legal strategies that can be effectively employed,
including federal race and disability discrimination statutes, minimum wage and other statutes
protecting employment, and federal constitutional claims. See, e.g., Sharen Dietrich et al., Wel-
fare Advocacy: Tactics for a New Era, 31 CLEARINGHOUSE REv. 419 (1998); Mary Mannix et
al., Welfare Litigation Developments Since the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity
Reconciliation Act of 1996, 31 CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 435 (1998). In addition, there are a range
of effective strategies that focus beyond individual representation and seek to change the way
welfare agencies undertake their new responsibilities. See Wendy Pollack, Temporary Assis-
tance for Needy Families: Assessments, Individual Responsibility Plan and Work Activities, 31
CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 401 (1998).
63. See Sharon Dietrich et al., Welfare Reforming the Workplace: Protecting the Employ-
ment Rights of Welfare Recipients, Immigrants and Displaced Workers, 30 CLEARINGHOUSE
REv. 903 (1997).
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* utilizing employment discrimination theories in individual repre-
sentation and agency advocacy; 6 and
* engaging in agency advocacy, individual representation, and cli-
ent education focusing on critical supports for work participation,
including child care, transportation, and health care.
PRWORA also brings together in a concrete way the public benefits
and family law practices of legal services. There are two critical intersec-
tions: first, a large number of TANF recipients are, or have been, subject
to domestic violence" and will face significant obstacles to meeting
TANF work and child support cooperation requirements as well as to
using TANF to obtain financial recovery, employment, and increased in-
come;66 and second, child support will be an increasingly important
source of income for TANF recipients, yet child support and paternity
cooperation requirements may be developed and implemented in ways
that are punitive or which deter recipients from seeking essential child
support.
The civil legal-assistance system must not only undertake effective
policy advocacy to encourage states to adopt Family Violence Option
provisions or other domestic violence provisions, but also consider new
intake or more holistic service delivery approaches to more effectively
respond to the problems.6 In addition, because clients may face immedi-
ate loss of benefits unless they can produce information about the absent
parent and because establishing paternity and a child support income
stream takes on new importance in the context of time-limited welfare,
legal services programs need to reconsider their family law priorities and
better coordinate their family law and public benefits practices.
64. See Dietrick et al., supra note 62.
65. See PAULA ROBERTS, CLASP, PURSUING CHILD SUPPORT AND NONVIOLENCE (1997);
Jody Raphael, Prisoners of Abuse: Policy Implications of the Relationship Between Domestic
Violence and Welfare Receipt, 30 CLEARINGHOUSE REVIEW 186, 187-88 (1996).
66. Id.
67. To partially address domestic violence affecting TANF recipients, Congress adopted
the Family Violence Option in PRWORA which gives states the option to develop programs
which "(1) screen applicants for domestic violence while maintaining confidentiality, (2) make
referrals to counseling and supportive services, and (3) grant good cause waivers for certain
welfare programs requirements." Good cause waivers could be granted when domestic violence
makes it harder or impossible to comply with time limits, child support and paternity establish-
ment cooperation requirements, and child exclusion provisions. The Family Violence Option is
both a protection against adverse welfare agency action against survivors of domestic violence
and an opportunity for states to develop effective policies that will enable welfare recipients
subject to or affected by domestic violence to obtain physical, mental, and economic security
and employment and increase income.
68. For example, Legal Services of Eastern Missouri developed Lasting Solutions which
utilizes an extensive intake interview for clients seeking protective orders due to domestic vio-
lence. The intake process also incorporates questions about TANF work requirements and the
Family Violence Option. On-site social workers assist clients to prevent future domestic vio-
lence and end destructive relationships.
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Another extremely important aspect of the devolution of authority on
this broad range of issues and programs is the growing extent to which
states and localities will not only have new authority in designing pro-
gram rules, but will also have the authority to coordinate eligibility and
administration across programs. However, many state and local officials,
as well as civil legal assistance programs, often work in only one of the
program areas in which a set of important policy interactions is now
emerging, while many key issues and options will entail cross-program
knowledge and assessment and information exchange. For example, a
number of issues and questions concerning the relationship between
TANF and Medicaid eligibility stem from state TANF officials' and wel-
fare advocates' limited understanding of the new Medicaid eligibility
rules for families with children, and health advocates' lack of familiarity
with TANF.69
Similarly, state welfare and local housing officials rarely work to-
gether and may also have very limited knowledge about each other's
programs; this is also true of housing and welfare advocates. 70 The
changing relationships between welfare and housing programs and the
growing interconnectedness of the legal problems arising from those new
relationships will require that staff programs not only to rethink their
long-standing structural divisions that separate housing and public bene-
fits into two often separate units but also reconsider the design of their
intake processes so that the problems of clients are not pigeon- holed into
traditional categories that may not reflect the underlying problem which
the clients face.7' As welfare reform is implemented, time-limits are
reached and participation requirements are increased, there is a greater
likelihood, indeed a certainty, that more welfare recipients will face
greater problems in retaining existing housing (whether pubic or private)
or finding new housing. Solving the legal problems brought to the civil
legal-assistance system will require expertise in both housing and welfare.
A final aspect of the devolution of authority is that states now can de-
cide wider questions of social policy that for the last 60 years have pri-
marily been addressed by federal policies and programs. Each state can
decide:
0 what its social policy should be;
69. See Claudia Schlosberg & Joel D. Ferber, Access to Medicaid Since the Personal Re-
sponsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act, 31 CLEARINGHOUSE REv. 528 (1998).
70. See Barbara Sard, Perspectives on the Future of Legal Services Housing Advocacy, 27
HOUSING L. BULL. 37 (1997).
71. See id.
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* what antipoverty, early childhood education, housing, employ-
ment and training, health, and child care programs should be pur-
sued; and
* what should be done to assist families in low-wage jobs.
This new discretion to rethink social policy at the state level presents
an opportunity to consider realistic policy proposals that will answer the
questions posed above and to develop long-term strategies to successfully
promote such policies. Such policy advocacy will require a much more
fundamental rethinking of policies and programs together with knowl-
edge about what has and has not worked in the pasty For example, pol-
icy advocates working on welfare reform will need to consider what poli-
cies should be in place to provide necessary education and training for
workers with low skill levels, secure work for those able to participate in
the labor force, provide necessary health and child care, encourage sav-
ings and asset accumulation, ensure economic security, secure habitable
and affordable housing, prevent teenage pregnancy, and promote family
responsibility and stability. More than new policy approaches is necessary
for policy advocacy to be successful in the new environment of devolu-
tion. The advocates will have to effectively collaborate with a broad
range of community, business, and civic organizations and leaders in or-
der to develop the support necessary to successfully promote and imple-
ment innovative and workable policies.
III. THE FUTURE: TRANSFORMING THE CIVIL LEGAL ASSISTANCE
SYSTEM To ACHIEVE EQUAL JUSTICE FOR ALL
A. Context for Discussion
Before elaborating on the components of this new system, four con-
textual points need to be stressed. First, any new civil legal assistance sys-
tem will not be created overnight. Nor will it or should it throw out criti-
cal elements that are essential for any system of civil legal assistance to
achieve equal justice. The need for innovation and fundamental change
has to build on what has worked as well as overcome barriers that stand
in the way of achieving equal justice for all. The existing system has, in
many places, developed skilled staff with expertise on the problems of
the poor and programs with effective relationships with the bar, the low-
income community, and the community generally. Thus, the challenge is
72. Moreover, policy advocates no longer will have the luxury of opposing policy changes
on either legal or moral grounds and will have limited ability to improve the lives of low-income
clients affected by state decisionmaking if they focus only on preventing state (or local) policies
that harm welfare recipients.
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to innovate, transform, and re-engineer the current delivery system while
preserving what works. Meeting the challenge will require creative, inno-
vative, and risk-taking leadership.
Second, to achieve increased access and to implement the civil legal
assistance system for the future additional funding will be needed. This
will have to include funding from the federal government for two rea-
sons: first, civil legal services is and must remain a federal responsibility
and the Legal Services Corporation must continue to be funded. Second,
there are many parts of the country-the South, Southwest, and Rocky
Mountain states-that have not yet developed sufficient non-LSC funds
to operate civil legal assistance including pro bono programs without fed-
eral support.
Abandoning a federal commitment to civil legal assistance would
mean that in many states-and thus in the nation as a whole-the princi-
ple of equal justice would be a fiction.
However, advocates seeking increased funds for civil legal assistance
have to be realistic about federal funding. Not since the expansion days
of the late 1970s have we achieved significant increases in federal funding
and today's funding buys less service than it bought before much of the
expansion occurred.73 Even with the new directions and hopefully suc-
cessful efforts of LSC's new funding initiatives, federal funding is not
likely to be where substantial growth will occur.74 In part this is because
the leadership of the House and some leaders in the Senate continue to
seek the total elimination of LSC funding, while other Members of Con-
gress continue to support block grants to states. Preventing further reduc-
tions is today and will likely continue to be the primary focus of the de-
fenders of the federal legal services program as long as key leaders in the
Congress oppose federal funding for civil legal assistance. Thus, while
advocates for civil legal assistance must continue to press for increased
federal funds and maintain the critical federal role in the delivery of civil
legal assistance, there is no choice but to seek increased funding from
state and local sources, including both governmental and private sources.
Third, there is a direct connection between obtaining increased
funding and developing a new system of civil legal assistance. Stable fed-
eral funding and increased state and local funding will not materialize
unless the civil legal assistance system has broad public support that
73. See NAT'L LEGAL AID AND DEFENDER ASS'N & PROJECT ADVISORY GROUP LEGAL
SERVICES: THE UNMET PROMISE 10 (1995).
74. The LSC budget request for FY 1999 sought $23 million for targeted services on domes-
tic violence and the unmet legal needs of children. This was a departure from past budget re-
quests which did not seek specific funding for particular client groups, except for the earmarked
funding for migrant farmworkers and Native Americans.
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reaches far beyond the organized bar.75 And that essential public support
will not be possible unless legal services serves and provides concrete
benefits to more clients and is perceived by the general public as central
to the civil justice system. Thus, in order to secure increased funding at
either the federal or state level, legal services must change how it oper-
ates and must find ways to serve more clients more efficiently, without
sacrificing effectiveness.
Fourth, all of those engaged in the civil legal assistance system,
whether as providers or partners, must recognize that the system cannot
succeed unless everyone works together. Equal justice cannot be
achieved unless all stakeholders maximize all their strengths and capaci-
ties and discard the past biases, particularly the "we-they" dichotomies
that have perpetuated biases about which providers do effective work
and which do not. For example, staff programs must treat pro bono coor-
dinators, pro bono programs, and private lawyers delivering legal assis-
tance as full partners and acknowledge that all providers have capacities
that must be used to deliver effective legal representation to low-income
persons. Similarly, private bar leaders must acknowledge the commit-
ment, dedication, and critical work of staff attorneys and paralegals and
work to build a true community of advocates.
B. Objectives of Civil Legal Assistance System
The fundamental purpose of a state76 civil legal assistance system is to
enable low-income persons7 to address their legal needs effectively." To
achieve this fundamental purpose, the system must carry out three func-
tions:
First, the system must educate and inform low-income persons of
their legal rights and responsibilities. Many low-income persons do not
75. The civil equivalent of Gideon v. Wainright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963), providing a constitu-
tional right to counsel in some or all civil cases, would ensure increased funding and provide
access to civil legal assistance in some cases. So far, neither the Supreme Court nor other courts
have found a general civil right to counsel. See, e.g., Lassiter v. Dept. of Soc. Servs., 452 U.S. 18
(1981). It should be noted that the indigent defense system does not fully provide equal justice
or access to justice for many persons subject to the criminal justice system, even though there is
a constitutional right to counsel in criminal cases.
76. "State" includes the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the US Virgin Islands, and the
various entities in Micronesia.
77. For the purpose of this paper, "low-income persons" will include both individuals and
groups and incorporate all constituencies of the low-income population. The term "low-income
persons" also includes all persons unable to afford adequate legal assistance, and is not limited
to those persons who are determined to be poor under some poverty standard.
78. The term "legal needs" refers to situations that low income persons face that raise legal
issues and for which legal information, advice, representation, and assistance would be helpful.
The term "unmet legal needs" is defined to mean legal needs for which low income people did
nothing or were dissatisfied with the outcome of their own efforts or those of non-legal third
parties.
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recognize that they are in a situation that could be improved with legal
assistance. The civil legal assistance system should educate and inform
low-income persons within a state to enable them to:
1. recognize their legal rights and responsibilities9 and unmet legal
needs;
2. address their legal needs effectively;
3. take action to prevent legal problems from arising; and
4. promote their legal interests.8s
Second, the civil system must inform low-income persons about op-
tions and services available to solve their legal problems, protect their le-
gal rights and promote their legal interests. Even when low-income per-
sons recognize that they have a legal need and are aware of their legal
rights and responsibilities, many will not be aware of all possible methods
for addressing their legal needs. Some options involve preventive steps,
self-help, and collective actions that do not involve the formal use of the
civil justice system. Other options involve using alternative dispute reso-
lution, negotiation, and the judicial and administrative adjudicatory sys-
tems. Still other options include community economic development,
other transactional assistance, and representation before administrative
agencies and legislative bodies. Low-income persons need to be aware of
the range of options available and the pros and cons of exercising par-
ticular options so that they can choose the option that best meets their
needs. Low-income persons also need to know about all available legal
assistance providers and how to access or make use of those providers.
Third, the civil legal assistance system must ensure that all low-
income persons have meaningful access to a full range of high quality le-
gal assistance programs when they have chosen options that require legal
aid and assistance. Such assistance can help low-income clients anticipate
legal problems and prevent them from arising, solve their legal problems,
and protect their legal rights. Such assistance can also help promote their
legal interests, oppose laws, regulations, policies, and practices that oper-
ate unfairly against them, enforce and reform laws before legal problems
arise, and improve their opportunities and quality of life.
In addition, access is essential for individuals and groups who are po-
litically or socially disfavored, as well as for all constituencies with distinct
79. The phrase "legal rights and responsibilities" is taken from the Legal Services Corpora-
tion Act as amended, 42 U.S.C.A §§ 2996-2996k (West 1994 & Supp. 1998). "Legal rights" will
be used in this paper to mean the rights accorded to low income persons through statutes, regu-
lations, constitutions, and judicial decisions. "Responsibilities" will mean obligations imposed
on low income persons by statutes, regulations, constitutions, and judicial decisions.
80. "Legal interests" is used in this paper to mean procedural protections, rights or entitle-
ments that are not recognized as legal rights by statutes, regulations, constitutions, or judicial
decisions.
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and disproportionately experienced legal needs, such as Native Ameri-
cans, migrant farm workers, prisoners, persons residing in institutions,
immigrants, seniors, and persons with mental and physical disabilities. No
individual or constituency group should be left out of the system just be-
cause she or it is perceived by others as undeserving. The system also
must seek to eliminate barriers to access due to geographic isolation, lan-
guage, disability, age, race, ethnicity and culture, an inability to commu-
nicate, or the inaccessibility of a provider's facility.
C. Comprehensive, Integrated State System Assuring Equal Justice for
All
The civil legal assistance system is today state-based, even though
roughly 45% of its funding comes from the federal government. The state
provides the basic legal framework in which most representation occurs.
Moreover, as a result of the policies of devolution, in the future, the state
will have even a larger role in determining policies affecting the poor. It
is essential, therefore, to develop an integrated state system of civil legal
assistance that includes an interconnected system of local and statewide
providers, working together as a community of advocates to achieve
equal justice for all."
81. In recognition and anticipation of this fundamental shift, a comprehensive state plan-
ning initiative was undertaken in 1995 to respond to the legal services crisis. The American Bar
Association and the national legal-services organizations encouraged state planning through a
series of national and regional meetings and the provision of technical and legal assistance to
ongoing state planning processes. LSC required its recipients to undertake state planning proc-
esses as well. As a result, state planning efforts were begun in virtually every tate, although the
breadth and quality of these efforts varied widely. NLADA and the American Bar Association
created the State Planning Assistance Network (SPAN) in February 1996. SPAN provides lead-
ership and assistance to state planning groups in order to support and stimulate legal services
planning efforts around the country. Recently, LSC issued a new statewide-planning letter re-
quiring all LSC-funded recipients to report by October 1, 1998, on how they and the other pro-
grams in their state were going to address seven issues: intake and the provision of advice and
brief services; effective use of technology; increased access to self-help and prevention informa-
tion; capacities for training and access to information and expert assistance; engagement of pro
bono attorneys; development of additional resources; and configuration issues such as mergers
and consolidations within states. See LSC Program Letter No. 98-1, Feb. 12, 1998. A subsequent
Program Letter set out more details on what LSC was seeking, explained how the October 1998
report should be presented, and clarified how the state planning process would affect LSC grant
decisions for 1999 and beyond. See LSC Program Letter 98-6, State Planning Considerations,
July 6, 1998. In addition, the Project for the Future of Equal Justice issued in July 1998 a state-
ment that sets out the objectives of a state civil legal assistance system and then describes the
key characteristics of such a system. See PROJECr FOR THE FUTURE OF EQUAL JUSTICE, A
DISCUSSION DRAFT: CHARACTERISTICS OF A COMPREHENSIVE INTEGRATED STATE SYSTEM
FOR THE PROVISIONS OF CIVIL LEGAL ASSISTANCE TO ACHIEVE EQUAL JUSTICE FOR ALL
(1998).
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1. Changes in the System of Delivery
To create a comprehensive, integrated state system, many states will
need to reorganize their delivery structures, capacities, and organiza-
tional relationships. Such re-engineering is necessary to ensure that the
system achieves equal access for all low-income persons, is able to pro-
vide a full range of civil legal assistance services, ensures high-quality, co-
ordinated, efficient, and effective civil legal assistance, avoids duplication
of capacities and administration, and deploys resources available within
the state according to the highest and best use necessary for the new sys-
tem. This will require increased communications and collaborations
among providers and, in some states, mergers and consolidations of ex-
isting programs. Each state should examine the current set of grantees to
determine whether they can meet the objectives and capacities of an
comprehensive, integrated state system. In some states, there are a num-
ber of very small programs that each serve a small geographic area with a
small staff and administrative structure. In other states, there may be only
one or two primary providers who may be too large or too isolated from
the communities they serve. Moreover, the examination should look at
the specific client groups within a state and evaluate how well the pro-
grams are serving those groups. Restructuring of programs may be neces-
sary to create a critical mass of advocates to do effective work and to en-
sure appropriate focus on state issues of importance to the client
community.'
2. Leadership and Planning
Moreover, creating an integrated comprehensive state system will
surely require leaders of civil legal assistance in one part of a state to take
responsibility for and provide leadership on assuring effective assistance
throughout the state. The state as a whole will have to engage in ongoing
planning initiatives. Yet, this notion of state responsibility and ongoing
82. Reconfiguration issues are particularly difficult within the legal-services delivery system
and are not subject to easy generalizations about what is and is not the most appropriate con-
figuration for any state. There are many relevant considerations that need to be evaluated be-
fore funders insist upon mergers or consolidations, such as: whether administrative costs will be
saved and redirected to client services; whether client access will be increased or decreased;
whether the quality of services will improve; impact upon local fundraising; effect on hiring
more experienced administrators and higher quality or more innovative staff; impact on rela-
tionships with local bar association, community groups and members of Congress or state or
local legislative bodies. Of overriding importance is whether the system can achieve its essential
objectives and develop the necessary capacities without significant structure and organizational
change. For two opposing views, compare Melville D. Miller, Jr., President, Legal Services of
New Jersey, Statement to the Legal Services Corporation Board (Feb. 6, 1998) (on file with the
author) with Lauren Hallinan, Innovations in Legal Services: Strategic Mergers, MGMT. INFO.
ExcH. J., Mar. 1998.
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and continuous state planning is not widely accepted, in part because it is
new and in part because responsibility for effective legal services has
fallen on funding sources, such as LSC and IOLTA.
The ongoing planning process should include, in a meaningful way,
the key stakeholders, individual leaders, and institutional actors within
the civil justice system. These include board members and staff from civil
legal-assistance programs, both LSC- and non-LSC-funded; pro bono
program leaders; key judicial personnel; law school deans, faculty, and
students; leaders of the organized bar; private attorneys directly involved
in civil legal assistance; other civil legal providers such as civil rights or
children's advocacy groups; leaders of civic, educational, labor, and busi-
ness communities; and, where appropriate, state and local funders.
This broadly based planning process must address in detail how it will
achieve a comprehensive, integrated state system for the provision of
civil legal assistance to low-income persons. The ongoing planning proc-
ess should determine the purpose for, and identify the components of,
the state delivery system and provide for the integration of all of the
components, providers, and programs into a single, coordinated system.
The planning process should also develop incentives for integration and
innovation and ensure that the state delivery system capitalizes on oppor-
tunities to secure new sources of funding, provide new kinds of services,
form new partnerships, and serve new groups of clients.
In addition, the planning process should consider the funding options
available within the state and from federal and other sources outside of
the state to ensure that resources for the state system are diversified and
also should continually seek new and expanded funding from a variety of
restricted and unrestricted sources. States vary widely in the funding that
is available from non-LSC sources. Some states have not been able to
generate significant non-LSC resources, and perhaps the most important
step that those states can take is to develop significant non-LSC revenue
sources. Other states have been able to generate and access significant
non-LSC resources. Those states need to consider how to maintain, ex-
pand, and strategically invest those resources and limit the restrictions
imposed on those resources. Local fundraising is essential and must con-
tinue. However, civil legal assistance leaders also have to consider
broader state needs and work together to raise funds to meet them.
Each state should have at least one major source of unrestricted
funding (i.e., a source of funding for civil representation of low-income
persons on any legal issue, in any forum, using any appropriate method
of legal assistance). Each state should have, or should develop, a system
that will attract funding from a variety of sources and expand fundraising
efforts targeted at new, untried, or underutilized funding sources. Each
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state should also make every effort to maintain and sustain existing local,
state, and federal funding sources.
In addition, the planning process should regularly and effectively
identify the most critical legal problems of low-income and vulnerable
persons to develop appropriate substantive strategies, allocate resources
effectively, and ensure that the community of advocates is configured to
provide necessary legal assistance. Ongoing strategic thinking and plan-
ning should involve all providers as well as board, management and staff
members from those providers, and it should be conducted in consulta-
tion with representatives from identifiable constituencies of low-income
persons and other stakeholders and institutional actors. Statewide plan-
ning and assessment of legal needs should not replace local planning and
priority-setting. In fact, the statewide process should take into account
results from local provider priority-setting and planning and vice versa.
However, there will be statewide high-priority needs-which may not be
recognized or given sufficient priority by local priority-setting proc-
esses-that should be addressed in order to achieve a comprehensive, in-
tegrated statewide system of civil legal assistance.
3. Overall Management of the System
A truly comprehensive and integrated state civil legal-assistance sys-
tem must be managed by a broadly representative entity with overall re-
sponsibility to promote the creation and maintenance of the capacities
the system. For such an entity to succeed, it cannot be controlled by one
group of providers but must represent all of the providers and partners
involved in the civil legal assistance system. It is critical that the entity be
appointed by or be a part of the state civil justice system, although there
are various options available to states in how they create and operate the
entity.83
The fundamental tasks of this entity are to ensure continuous plan-
ning, take responsibility for achieving all of the objectives and capacities
(laid out in the sections below) within a reasonable period of time, rec-
ommend appropriate use of new funds, and structure the statewide sys-
tem in a manner that builds public support and best protects the integrity
of its essential capacities from external political and other pressures and
intrusions.
Specifically, state systems of civil legal assistance must not only plan
and assess critical legal needs, but they must also integrate state and local
83. For example, in Washington state, the Supreme Court appointed the Washington Ac-
cess to Justice Board to oversee the state system; in Michigan, the Michigan State Bar created
an access to justice program; in New Jersey, Legal Services of New Jersey, which also serves as
the IOLTA funder in New Jersey, has taken on the responsibility.
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decisions and make decisions about how to allocate resources and pro-
vide necessary services. Civil legal assistance resources should be de-
ployed to avoid duplication of capacities and administration and accord-
ing to the highest and best use necessary to maximize the system's ability
to respond to the most critical statewide legal needs, including emerging
needs as well as the greatest local and regional legal needs. The state sys-
tem must also address legal needs unique to or disproportionately expe-
rienced by specific segments of the low income population and enable the
use of advocacy strategies and techniques of advocacy that will result in
the longest-term benefits on issues of greatest significance to low-income
persons as identified in a legal needs assessment process.
The state system should be designed and configured to ensure rea-
sonably equal access to civil justice. It should strategically use and inte-
grate staff attorneys, private attorneys, specialized advocacy programs,
private and nonprofit law firms, other professional disciplines, social
services providers, law students, nonlawyers, and low-income groups and
individuals to provide maximum and effective legal assistance throughout
the state. To use and integrate that range of providers, the system must
secure a high degree of involvement and commitment by private attor-
neys, law firms, the organized bar, the judiciary, and other key stake-
holders and interested persons from the community at large.
In addition, the state system should develop new leadership and en-
courage innovation in delivery supported by appropriate and careful
evaluation of the results. It should collect appropriate data and evaluate
provider activities to measure the system's effectiveness in achieving re-
sults for clients; measure client satisfaction; measure and improve pro-
ductivity and effectiveness of the various legal services providers; and in-
form the planning process regarding systemic issues affecting the
provision of civil legal assistance within the state. And it should establish
and continually revise and update minimum standards for use of technol-
ogy and acquisition of software and hardware.
4. Coordination Among States and Nationwide
The remainder of this article focuses in detail on the components of
an integrated, comprehensive, and collaborative statewide system of civil
legal assistance to achieve equal justice for all. The focus on a state sys-
tem is not meant to ignore developments in other states or nationally that
affect legal services. A state-based system cannot work in isolation from
other states. Providers in a state must work with providers in other states
to ensure coordinated responses to common legal problems and to learn
from the experiences of other states about improving the provision of
civil legal assistance.
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Nor can a state-based system work from an insular perspective that
ignores the broader national legal services movement founded on shared
values and a clearly articulated, effective purpose. Maintaining a national
perspective and vision is difficult when LSC is no longer the only, or per-
haps not even the primary, funding source (depending on the state) and
when the program is under constant political attack by opponents who do
not accept the notion of a national legal services program. Nurturing a
national movement and vision must necessarily rest with private organi-
zations and not government funded agencies. State providers must work
with national entities and institutions, such as NLADA, ABA, and oth-
ers, to gain a national perspective on their work, take advantage of col-
lected resources, and participate in the national efforts to achieve equal
justice. Moreover, state providers must work and coordinate with na-
tional entities and organizations to ensure that the interests and legal
rights of low-income persons are taken into account by national bodies
involved in civil justice and dispute resolution as well as the Congress,
federal agencies and executive departments.
D. The Critical Elements of the New System
1. Increasing Awareness of Rights, Options, and Services
The statewide system must engage in outreach and community legal
education in order to educate and inform low-income persons of their le-
gal rights and responsibilities and the options and services available to
solve their legal problems, protect their legal rights, and promote their
legal interests.
a. Outreach
The state system must ensure that throughout the state there is an ag-
gressive, coordinated, systematic, and comprehensive outreach targeted
to all segments of the low-income population within the state, including
hard-to-reach groups and groups with language or cultural barriers. Such
outreach should provide information about legal rights and responsibili-
ties of low-income persons and communities as well as the options and
services available from legal providers and their partners.
84. The Project on the Future of Equal Justice is a joint NLADA and CLASP project that
is funded by the Ford Foundation and the Open Society Institute and designed to expand and
strengthen the nationwide partnership of responsibility for equal justice.
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b. Community Legal Education
In addition, states must provide coordinated, systematic and compre-
hensive community legal education that is targeted at critical legal issues,
provided through a variety of means, and delivered in a variety of com-
munity settings. Educating low-income persons about their legal rights
and changes in laws and policies that directly affect them can help poten-
tial clients understand their options and responsibilities, prevent future
legal difficulties from arising, and enable low income persons to seek le-
gal assistance at a time when it can be most valuable. Such initiatives
should be designed to provide education and information for low-income
populations, including particular constituencies with distinct, unique, or
disproportionately experienced legal needs as well as hard-to-reach
groups. Care should be taken to make sure that the education and infor-
mation is culturally relevant to the various low-income populations
within the state.
Special community education initiatives are often necessary to ad-
dress specific urgent, new, or emerging issues. A concrete example is the
role of community legal education in welfare reform advocacy. Nonprofit
human services providers report that many TANF recipients are not
aware of the potential changes that TANF will bring to their lives, or, if
they are aware generally, they often do not understand what options they
have to seek other work placements or job training placements, obtain
critical support services, or use good-cause or family-violence exceptions
from TANF requirements; many TANF recipients do not understand
how they can limit the impact of time limits or the need to secure income
(through child support, for example), that will enable them to survive
once they reach time limits. In addition, many former AFDC or potential
TANF recipients have misunderstood what is expected of them with re-
gard to work and training, child support cooperation, and the like and
have given up TANF benefits when they, in fact, are eligible for them.
To reach TANF recipients and potentially eligible TANF recipients,
legal services and pro bono programs need to initiate aggressive client
education and outreach efforts to educate existing and potential TANF
recipients about the changes that have occurred, the new requirements
and possible sanctions, good-cause and family-violence exceptions for
sanctions or child support cooperation, and the range of options that are
available to them (including access to support services and the need to
consider other income sources)." Such efforts can help TANF recipients
85. Without intending to provide a comprehensive list, programs that have undertaken ef-
fective outreach include: Community Legal Services in Philadelphia; Northwest Justice Project
and Columbia Legal Services in Washington; Center for Civil Justice in Saginaw, Michigan;
Project Dandelion of Neighborhood Legal Services in Buffalo, New York; Legal Aid Society of
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make informed choices and take necessary preventive measures as they
go through the assessment process, enter into personal responsibility
agreements, and participate in program requirements and activities. For
example, low-income families with children need to know about the time
limits that states have imposed and the options that exist to help them ei-
ther not use up the time allowed or prepare for the period after the time
limits have run. It may be that such families need to be more aggressive
about obtaining child support from absent parents so that they have in-
come available after the time limits have run. Or, there may be alterna-
tive state-funded programs that do not trigger federal time limits, but
which provide some cash and other assistance. 8'
Aggressive outreach and client-education initiatives involve more
than ad hoe meetings with clients or efforts to write clients without per-
sonal contact. These limited techniques have not been particularly effec-
tive or successful. Some programs have conducted group trainings that
have had somewhat satisfactory results, but truly effective efforts will re-
quire program staff to get out of their offices and make contact with a va-
riety of organizations and providers in order to reach clients.87 In addi-
tion, programs have set up information and advice tables in welfare and
other human-services-provider offices. Programs have also developed
comprehensive sets of materials about various issues and options which
have been distributed widely within the community to the various hu-
man-services providers and others. Some programs developed easy-to-
read and short newsletters and alerts that keep clients (and organizations
working with clients) updated on new developments and emerging op-
tions. In short, what is needed is a whole range of community legal-
education techniques including oral presentations, training programs, and
written, audio, audio-visual, and electronic materials.
So that it can make appropriate and accurate referrals, the state sys-
tem must also educate the staff of community-based organizations and
human-services providers, community leaders, and others involved in
providing legal and other services about critical legal issues, including
new and emerging issues, facing low-income persons and about the serv-
Metropolitan Denver; and Volunteer Legal Services Program in San Francisco.
86. See STEVE SAVNER & MARK GREENBERG, CLASP, THE NEW FRAMEWORK:
ALTERNATIVE STATE FUNDING CHOICES UNDER TANF (1997). Illinois and Maine, for exam-
pie, provide cash assistance with state funds to some families so that the federal time-limit clock
does not run.
87. For example, legal-services and pro bono program staff have worked with the following:
head-start programs; child-care providers; welfare-rights organizations; domestic-violence shel-
ters; homeless shelters; soup kitchens; community-action agencies; mental-health agencies; hos-
pitals; migrant-workers' organizations; women's centers; public-housing authorities and tenant
groups; job-training providers; substance-abuse programs; community colleges; community col-
laborations; churches; schools; and social-welfare agencies themselves.
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ices available from legal providers. State systems should also educate the
general public about the legal problems of low-income persons and the
services available to address them.
2. Facilitate and Enhance Access to Legal Assistance
Virtually every legal-needs study that has been done over the last ten
years tells us that the current system is meeting at most 20% of the legal
needs of the population legal services is supposed to be serving. Yet, the
civil legal assistance system has not made a commitment to achieve full
access to civil legal assistance. To do so will involve increased financial
resources to be sure. But, as the recent policy report from ABA's Com-
prehensive Legal Needs Study suggests, achieving access will require new
methods of delivery.
A plan to achieve access based on what we know about addressing
the legal needs of low-income persons would probably include four fun-
damental elements. 9
a. Coordinated System of Service Delivery Using All Individual and
Institutional Providers
The key to achieving relatively equal access is the development of, or
redeployment of existing providers into, a coordinated system of service
providers that uses both institutional providers and individuals to ensure
that services are accessible from all parts of the state, including remote
rural areas and low-income urban neighborhoods. The state system must
identify and allocate resources and make available specialized expertise
in all major substantive areas of the law affecting low-income persons in
order to provide an appropriate service for every major legal problem
and address the highest-priority legal needs of low-income persons within
the state. In addition, the coordinated system must provide legal informa-
tion and assistance in all of the languages spoken by a significant number
of low-income persons. Finally, the state system must serve all segments
88. See ALBERT H. CANTRIL, AM. BAR Ass'N, AGENDA FOR AccEss: THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE AND Crvu JUSTICE (1996). The Policy Report calls for: (1) increasing the flexibility of
the civil justice system and expanding the options available to people seeking legal help, in-
cluding hot lines and assistance to those proceeding pro se; (2) developing better ways for peo-
ple to obtain information about their options when facing a legal situation and more effective
referral systems including more legal education through pamphlets, kiosks, and other new tech-
nologies; (3) increasing pro bono legal services by the private bar; (4) increasing the availability
of affordable legal services to moderate-income individuals and households through sliding fees
and expansion of legal services programs; (5) integrating the use of community-based dispute-
resolution services into the options available for low-income clients; and (6) encouraging legal
services programs to retain as much flexibility as possible in deciding which cases to accept.
89. See Ken Smith & John Scanlon, IOLTA: A Leadership Platform That Can Make 100
Percent Access a Reality, DIALOGUE, Summer 1997, at 1.
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of low-income and vulnerable households, including those constituencies
with distinct, unique, or disproportionately experienced legal needs.,0
b. Centralized or Coordinated Advice and Brief Services System
Second, the state system must develop throughout the state advice
and brief-services system to enable low-income persons who believe they
have legal problems to speak by telephone or in person to a skilled attor-
ney or paralegal for accurate legal advice and brief services to help re-
solve that problem.
Telephone hotlines are now beginning to be used in a number of loca-
tions to address the problem whereby program case-review systems and
intake procedures created barriers between attorneys and advocates with
expertise and the clients who need immediate advice, assistance, or refer-
ral. Some hotlines focus on particular client groups such as the elderly,
while others focus on all client groups. A few have been developed for
special targeting efforts, such as changes in welfare reform.9'
While there may not be a "one size fits all" approach that works in
every state, it is likely that in many states the most efficient way to pro-
vide advice and brief service is to do so through a statewide centralized
system. In states where one centralized system may not make sense, re-
gional systems may be sufficient and efficient, so long as they are coordi-
nated and avoid duplication of resources and materials.
Since existing legal services providers assist most clients with brief
service or advice, it is important to focus on how to do this work more ef-
ficiently and effectively and how to integrate these activities into the pro-
gram so that effective advice and quality brief service is seen as central to
the work of most programs. However, it is also important to recognize
the limits and potential costs of using phone contact and new technolo-
gies as well as the benefits. Improved hotlines can not alone fully identify
90. See, for example, section 1001(1) of the LSC Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2996(1) (1994), which
states: "There is a need to provide equal access to the system of justice in our Nation for indi-
viduals who seek redress of grievances." See also LEGAL SERVICES CORP., STUDY OF SPECIAL
DIFFICULTIES OF ACCESS AND SPECIAL LEGAL PROBLEMS OF VETERANS, NATIVE
AMERICANS, MIGRANT FARMWORKERS, PERSONS WITH LIMITED ENGLISH-SPEAKING
ABILITIES, PERSONS RESIDING IN RURAL AREAS, THE ELDERLY AND HANDICAPPED. Four
reports on this study were issued 1980 and 1981.
91. The early development of legal hotlines was pioneered by the American Association of
Retired Persons (AARP), which funds toll-free hotlines in 11 states to provide brief assistance
and advice by experienced attorneys and paralegals to elderly individuals. Hotlines are funded
by AARP in the District of Columbia, Florida, Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas, Maine,
Arizona, New Mexico, Puerto Rico, and California. Later, Cook County, Illinois, established
the Coordinated Advice & Referral Program for Legal Services (CARPLS), which uses attor-
neys to provide legal information and advice over the telephone to low-income residents of
Cook County and then coordinate referrals, if needed, among the 23 affiliated legal-services
and pro bono providers in the county. See Mark Marquardt, CARPLS: Inventing the Wheel, 12
CENTER PRO BONo ExcH. 1 (1994).
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the most critical issues facing the client community, but they can provide
some insight and information about them. The use of new technologies to
enhance client contact and assistance must be developed in the context of
maintaining and improving lawyer-client relationships, not supplanting
them. Providing clients greater information about their rights and re-
sponsibilities and giving them information that enables them to under-
stand their situation and take action can be empowering, but it is not the
primary means of empowering clients that programs must develop. It is
one of many strategies that must be employed.
c. Accessible, Flexible, Responsive Intake Systems
To facilitate and enhance access, each state system must ensure that,
throughout the state, there is an accessible, flexible, and responsive in-
take system or systems that include telephone screening, case evaluation,
and referral systems. These systems must be able to effectively diagnose
legal problems and identify legal interests to determine the level of serv-
ice that each applicant needs. They also must have the capacity to make
referrals to the system of legal providers including pro bono advice and
referral panels, evening legal workshops and clinics, law school clinics,
high-volume automated document-assembly systems, and pro se assis-
tance programs. They also should be able to make referrals to alternative
dispute resolution (ADR) providers and community-based organizations
as well as other appropriate non-legal organizations.
In a number of states it will also be necessary to create supplementary
client intake and screening systems that target particular low-income
constituencies, persons having particular legal problems that need imme-
diate attention, persons unable to navigate a telephonic intake system,
and those who come to the office in person.
d. Maximum Use of Technology
Achieving relative equal access cannot be accomplished without the
maximum use of new and innovative electronic and video technologies to
improve access and address unique and distinct unmet legal problems.
For example, using new technologies and the Internet ensures ful com-
munication statewide among lawyers involved in the delivery of civil legal
assistance and enables lawyers to transfer client information and cases.
e. Efficient, Client-Friendly Gateway into the State Civil Legal
Assistance System
Combining a statewide advice and brief-services system with a state-
wide intake system is a particularly effective way to serve as a client
friendly gateway into the civil legal assistance system for those low-
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income persons and groups who can navigate such a system. The com-
bined system should not supplant client-sensitive intake and advice and
brief-referral systems for those who cannot or do not want to navigate
such a system. Such combined systems not only provide critical services
that are used by a majority of low-income persons now accessing the cur-
rent system, but they offer clients who need a fuller range of legal advice
or representation easy access to such legal assistance. In addition, such
combined systems also can serve as a clearinghouse of information for
staff, low income persons, courts, pro bono programs, law school clinics,
and other providers and partners.
Recently, a number of states have begun statewide advice and referral
systems as the primary method of intake and referral.92 Several new pro-
grams have even devoted significant resources to statewide hotlines and
have all but abandoned using staff to provide direct representation,
leaving such representation to non-LSC-funded providers.93 LSC has
strongly encouraged these efforts both through its funding decisions and
by disseminating information about what programs have been doing.4
3. Provide a Full Range of Services
The civil legal-assistance delivery system should systematically ensure
the collective capacity to provide a full range of civil legal-assistance
services to all clients regardless of their location or the forum within
which their legal problem is best resolved. For example, the system
should enable low-income persons and groups to address some legal
problems without legal representation, receive advice and brief services
in appropriate situations, and receive representation from an attorney or
paralegal when necessary. In addition, the system should provide repre-
sentation when the legal issues affect a substantial number of poor peo-
ple. Services that must be available include:
* legal advice and referral;
* brief legal services;
* representation in negotiation;
92. For example, statewide hotlines have been established in Vermont, New Hampshire,
Maine, Connecticut, New Jersey, Washington, and Hawaii.
93. Examples include Law Line of Vermont and Statewide Legal Services of Connecticut.
94. See LSc, BASIC ELEMENTS OF EFFECTrIVE CENTRALIZED TELEPHONE INTAKE AND
DELIVERY SYSTEMS (1997) (describing how such systems work and providing some basic regu-
latory guidance); LSc, INTAKE SYSTEMS REPORT: INNOVATIVE USES OF CENTRALIZED
TELEPHONE INTAKE AND DELIVERY IN FIVE PROGRAMS (1998) (describing the statewide sys-
tems for Connecticut, New Hampshire, Vermont, and Washington and the regional system in
the Boston area).
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" representation in the judicial system and in administrative adjudi-
catory processes using all forms of representation appropriate for
the individual or group being represented;
* transactional assistance (including community economic devel-
opment, job creation, housing development, and the like);
* representation before state and local legislative, administrative,
and other governmental or private bodies that make law or poli-
cies affecting legal rights and responsibilities;
* assistance to clients using mediation and dispute resolution pro-
grams, including community-based dispute resolution services
(where they exist), and development of linkages with such pro-
grams;
" assistance to individuals representing themselves pro se; and
" advocacy to help make the legal system more approachable, re-
ceptive, and responsive to low-income persons, including those
with special needs.
a. Continued Sustained Representation
While it is imperative that the civil legal-assistance system serve more
clients through a vastly expanded range of services and a much wider
range of partners, it remains the case that legal services must continue to
provide high-quality, effective representation in trial courts and adminis-
trative agencies. Only by sustained, continuing representation will low-
income persons realize their rights. This representation must include all
of the techniques of advocacy that lawyers can pursue on behalf of cli-
ents, including, for example, initiating class actions and claiming attor-
neys' fees to which clients are entitled.
However, basic legal representation will have to be more holistic-a
practice that does not isolate client problems into narrow categories, but
rather sees the essential connections between income support, housing
and neighborhood, family, and consumer law. In addition, individual rep-
resentation will be more fact-based-it will rely less on legal claims and
more on factual arguments about why a certain policy should not apply
to an individual, or how the policy should be changed to take into ac-
count the individual's actual circumstances.
Gary Bellow and the staff at the Hale and Dorr Legal Services Center
have developed and implemented a focused representation approach that
provides a model that legal services need to utilize more than ever." The
strategy involves undertaking detailed reviews of existing cases to deter-
95. See Gary Bellow & Jeanne Charne, Paths Not Yet Taken: Some Comments on Feld-
man's Critique of Legal Services Practices, 83 GEO. L.J. 1633 (1995).
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mine whether there are typical responses that were made by adversaries,
officials, or institutions that need to be changed. The program would then
analyze the following: (1) the importance of the desired change to the
program's clients; (2) the number of clients who are already coming to
the office faced with the same problem; (3) the results that could be ob-
tained and their potential impact; and (4) the broader strategies available
to challenge the problem while continuing to provide service on the type
of cases in which the problem arises.
From this array of problems and possible changes, the program would
select one or two areas of focus and develop ways to increase both its
caseload (sufficiently large to have some chance of achieving the desired
result) and the aggregate impact of the way the cases are handled in these
areas. For example, hearings at a particular welfare office might routinely
be followed by conversations with the worker involved concerning the
practice that has been challenged, or program staff might regularly cir-
culate appellate or hearing decisions touching on the agency's practice to
the agency's staff. Such low key challenges can sometimes affect future
behavior on the issue involved, strengthening the influence of people in
the office more sympathetic to the legal services position. The program
then should monitor the results from these strategies. The program may
face predictable reactions, many of which can be anticipated. Initial
strategies will inevitably need to be changed as circumstances change or
as efforts fail, succeed, or hit roadblocks that cannot easily be dislodged.
b. Representation Before Legislative and Administrative Bodies
The civil legal assistance-system must provide representation before
legislative and administrative bodies and other bodies that make law or
policies affecting low- income persons to make sure that low-income per-
sons are at the table when decisions affecting them are made. These
bodies make many decisions directly affecting the rights and interests of
low-income persons and they are an integral part of the civil justice sys-
tem. State-level representation is essential because states make critical
decisions that affect the legal rights and responsibilities of low-income
persons. If such representation cannot be provided by LSC-funded pro-
grams or other institutional providers, because of funding restrictions im-
posed by funding bodies as a result of the ideological opposition of some
legal-services opponents,96 the state system must find ways to provide this
96. Rep. Bill McCollum and Rep. Charles Stenholm have sought to prohibit such advocacy
in legislation they have co-sponsored since 1989. For example, in March 1991, Rep. McCollum
introduced for himself and Rep. Stenhohn a bill, H.R. 1345, 102d Cong. (1991), which became
the framework for amendments introduced during the House consideration of H.R. 2039, 102d
Cong. (1991), which the House passed in 1991. See 13 CONG. REc. H3129 (daily ed. May 12,
1992). The 1995 version of their legislation became the framework for the current appropria-
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vital service. For example, the private bar has been able to provide such
representation in many parts of the country. In addition, child-advocacy
groups and other nonlawyers have been able to advocate effectively be-
fore state and local legislative bodies on behalf of low-income persons
and groups.
c. Transactional and Economic Development Work
There is also a growing recognition that legal-services programs,
working with private lawyers, should provide assistance to community-
based organizations and development corporations engaged in venture-
development and community-building activities in low-income neighbor-
hoods. Economic-development assistance can help develop housing,
nonprofit development projects, and small-business ventures and can
help initiate and operate social-services ventures through community-
based organizations such as credit unions, job-training, home-health care
and child-care programs.97 Such advocacy "will enhance clients' ability to
become more self-reliant and more economically self-sufficient (as op-
posed to an approach in which the only goal is mere dependency mainte-
nance)."9"
In addition, civil legal-assistance advocates can help the poor develop
their own businesses through micro-enterprise initiatives and through In-
dividual Development Accounts (IDAs). 9 Micro-enterprise development
has been able to reshape and expand enterprise and economic develop-
ment for women, people of color, long-term welfare recipients and single
heads of households. It has helped participants increase income, savings,
and assets, reduce welfare payments, build entrepreneurial skills, and
move into other employment.'00 IDAs can help welfare recipients climb
the economic ladder by providing a mechanism for families to save, in-
vest, build assets, and create businesses and jobs. PRWORA authorizes
states to set up IDA programs using TANF funds which provide addi-
tional employment incentives, increase job retention, upgrading, and
creation, and promote economic independence. Over sixteen states have
tions restrictions that prohibit such advocacy with LSC funds. See supra note 16.
97. See Debbie Chang & Brad Caftel, Creating Opportunities Through Litigation: Commu-
nity Economic Development Remedies, 26 CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 1057 (1993); John Little &
National Economic Development and Law Center, Practicing Community Corporate Law, 23
CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 889 (1989).
98. See John M. Little, One LSC Program's Practice: CED, MGM[T. INFO. EXCH. J., Mar.
1996, at 27.
99. Micro-enterprise initiatives refer to self-employment or very small business firms. IDAs
are IRA-like matched savings accounts restricted to use for post-secondary education and
training, business capitalization and home ownership.
100. See CORPORATION FOR ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT, 1997 ENTREPRENEURIAL
ECONOMY REVIEW 38-41 (reporting on studies by the Self-Employment Learning Project of the
Aspen Institute).
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implemented IDAs in various forms and protect AFDC recipients who
build assets in restricted accounts from losing eligibility and nine states
have enacted some sort of matching program ranging from refundable
tax credits to employer contributions to child-support pass-throughs.'O
d. Alternative Dispute Resolution and Community-Based Dispute
Resolution Services
Legal services will have to utilize new approaches to problem solving,
such as the use of alternative dispute resolution (ADR), private dispute
resolution forums, and community justice centers. Some of these possi-
bilities have not been adequately explored nor their feasibility considered
in representation of the poor. Yet, low-income persons are using such
services, just as corporations and the more affluent are. Private judges
and arbitration services are developing throughout the country and are
being widely used by businesses and individuals. However, legal services
has been slow to consider this source, even when the services have been
offered pro bono. Legal services has also been reluctant to fully utilize
ADR for several reasons. Some have been concerned about the power
disparities between low-income users and more affluent parties or be-
tween men and women in relationships. In addition, the use of ADR was
politicized by critics of legal services who proposed replacing the staff-
attorney system with free-standing ADR programs. Generally, however,
advocates and managers have been unfamiliar with what is going on in
ADR and how ADR could be effective for the poor.' These concerns
can be addressed without depriving low-income persons of their rights or
abilities to resolve disputes in an equitable manner. To ensure that low
income persons do get the advantages of ADR, it is essential that the
state system develop effective relationships with ADR providers and re-
solve whatever barriers may exist to full utilization by the poor.'3
e. Assistance to Pro Se Litigants
Recently, there has been growing interest in creating initiatives on
pro se assistance both within legal services programs and as part of state-
101. See CORPORATION FOR ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT, POLICY BRIEF: BUILDING
ASSETS AND ECONOMIC INDEPENDENCE: INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT ACCOUNTS (1997);
MELVIN L. OLIVER & THOMAS M. SHAPIRO, BLACK WEALTHWH1TE WEALTH: A NEW
PERSPECTIVE ON RACIAL INEQUALITY (1995); MICHAEL SHERRADEN, ASSETS AND THE
POOR: A NEW AMERICAN WELFARE POLICY (1991).
102. Singer et al., Alternative Dispute Resolution and the Poor-Part I: Dealing with Prob-
lems in Using ADR and Choosing a Process, 26 CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 288 (1992).
103. These barriers include costs that may have to be incurred, problems of unequal bar-
gaining power between poor clients and their adversaries, and the lack of knowledge that me-
diators may have about the consequences of a mediated settlement on public-benefit eligibility
or payments.
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wide access-to-justice planning initiatives. While there are only a few op-
erating programs at this time, many more are being contemplated and a
number of experimental initiatives are beginning.' ° These efforts usually
involve one or more group sessions on a particular legal problem type
(such as child support, uncontested divorce, or eviction defense) com-
bined with the provision of detailed educational information, hands on
assistance in completing pleadings, and, in many, the availability of im-
mediate access to individual assistance or even individual consultations.
Most refer clients with complex matters, special needs, or opponents rep-
resented by counsel to private attorneys, a pro bono program, or the le-
gal aid office. To work well, there have to be standardized, streamlined,
and specialized pleadings that can be filled out easily and are acceptable
to the court. In addition, such initiatives involve trained staff, including
lawyers and paralegals as well as critical administrative and substantive
support.'°s
In addition to these staffed approaches, there has been considerable
interest in the use of stand-alone, computer-based kiosks located in
courthouses or other public buildings to generate legal forms in response
to input from the user. These were first pioneered in Colorado pilot proj-
ect which used touch-screen computers for presenting public information
and generating simple forms for child support and small claims cases. Ki-
osk technology has been in use in Long Beach, Ventura, California and,
most well publicized, in Maricopa County, Arizona. The kiosks in Mari-
copa County are now used to generate (for a small user-fee) no-fault di-
vorce documents, child support petitions, domestic violence petitions,
and documents for land-lord tenant actions. More recently, there has
been initial experimentation with creating a broad network of commu-
nity-based pro so legal information centers through a web site that is or-
ganized as a set of libraries in major substantive areas.I
The civil legal assistance system needs to explore and experiment
with these and other approaches in order both to help the growing num-
ber of pro se litigants navigate the court system more effectively and to
104. The Legal Aid Society of Hawaii, Legal Aid Bureau of Maryland, and the University
of Maryland Law School clinical program have been pioneers in these efforts. Community Le-
gal Services in Phoenix has been a cooperating partner with the Self-Service Center operated by
the Superior Court of Arizona in Maricopa County. The Access to Justice Board in Washington
State has developed a pro se assistance program that uses courthouse facilitators either based in
the county clerk's office or operating independently under authority of the local court. These
facilitators are, in some places, linked electronically to staff providers and will, in the future, be
networked under a single equal justice platform.
105. An extensive and useful overview of pro so assistance is provided in MIE Special Fea-
ture: An Examination of Self-Help Advocacy, MGMT. INFO. EXCH. J., Nov. 1996.
106. Richard Granat has developed the concept of the Peoples Law Library in Richard
Granat, Creating a Network of Community-Based Pro Se Legal Information Centers, MGMT.
INFO. ExCH. J., Nov. 1996, at 25.
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provide concrete services to more clients in an efficient manner. Ap-
proaches that should be considered include clinics and on-site activity by
law students, provider staff, volunteers, private attorneys, court person-
nel, or others who will help low-income persons identify legal problems;
analyze claims and defenses; prepare forms and pleadings; understand
the processes, procedures and rules of the court; and locate appropriate
legal assistance providers and/or private or pro bono attorneys. In addi-
tion, the state system needs to advocate to change court procedures and
practices to enable more efficient and effective self-representation and to
encourage availability and use of new technologies to increase access of
low-income persons to the court system. While pro se assistance efforts
are not a substitute for direct representation, they are a critical element
of a civil legal assistance system and must be developed, evaluated, im-
proved, and funded.17
4. Utilize a Full Range of Providers
Civil legal assistance will continue to be delivered by staff attorneys
and paralegals but will increasingly involve private attorneys; law stu-
dents working in clinical and other programs; staff from other commu-
nity-based organizations; lawyers, paralegals, or staff working for other
entities (including governmental entities such as attorney general offices,
corporations, labor unions, civil rights and civil liberties organizations,
human services providers, and other non-profit institutions); nonlawyers
and lay advocates; and others involved in or related to the civil justice
system such as clerks, law librarians, and other court personnel. These
must all work as a community of advocates.
Solving problems of individual and group clients will involve more
than lawyers, law students and paralegals. Like the modern law firm
which has many non-lawyer specialists and activities, solving some prob-
lems will require utilizing skills of people from a variety of different dis-
ciplines and developing interdisciplinary and holistic approaches to advo-
cacy in order to focus on clients' problems and to look beyond narrow
legal conceptions or approaches.
a. Private Lawyers
In order to achieve access and to meet basic client needs, legal serv-
ices programs will have to collaborate and form creative partnerships
with and effectively utilize the private bar. Yet, unlike civil liberties and
107. There are a host of legal issues raised by pro se systems and the related efforts to
"unbundle" legal services. See, e.g., Forrest S. Mosten, Unbundling of Legal Services and the
Family Lawyer, 28 FAM. L. Q. 421 (1994); Michael Millemann et al., Limited Service Represen-
tation and Access to Justice: An Experiment, 2 AM. J. FAM. L. No. 1 (1997).
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civil rights organizations, in only a few places does the organized civil le-
gal assistance system take full advantage of private attorneys and their
skills.'
i. One Example: Volunteer Legal Services Program (VLSP)
An example of how an innovative pro bono program effectively uses
private attorneys is the Volunteer Legal Services Program of the San
Francisco Bar Association. VLSP provides services to 30,000 people each
year through mobilization of volunteers. Last year, for example, 3,000
volunteers donated more than 123,000 hours of help to low-income per-
sons. Among other initiatives, VLSP has developed a Homeless Advo-
cacy Project, which involves a number of participants, including the Coa-
lition on Homelessness, AIDS Benefits Counselors, San Francisco
Department of Public Health, and San Francisco Neighborhood Legal
Assistance Foundation. VLSP also conducts the SSI For Children with
Disability Project, in conjunction with the National Center for Youth
Law, which provides training to pro bono attorneys and direct represen-
tation and holistic social services to children and adults at risk of losing
SSI eligibility. In addition, VLSP conducts an Immigration Project in
conjunction with the Northern California Citizenship Project.
Finally, VLSP has developed several comprehensive services-delivery
models that integrate legal and social services, such as the One-Stop
Women's Clinic. The Clinic offers low-income women simultaneous ac-
cess to a wide range of social, legal, medical, vocational, and parenting
services in one location, at one time. Between ninety and 140 women at-
tend each clinic where twenty different service providers offer counsel-
ing, information, health examinations, and workshops throughout the
day. Those needing legal representation are referred to VLSP panel at-
torneys.
This more holistic approach to advocacy was effectively summarized
in a recent memo from VLSP to the author as follows:
If people are to be successfully assisted to become self-sufficient, then
we must address the whole array of issues which prevent escape from
poverty; more often than not, focusing on one area alone does not re-
solve this problem. VLSP recognizes that legal services alone cannot re-
solve many of the underlying issues facing our clients. That is why we
have developed a "holistic" approach, providing access to services which
go beyond seeking legal remedies or benefits advocacy for clients, an ap-
108. For example, the ACLU relies extensively on private attorneys for a significant
amount of major civil liberties litigation. Likewise, the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights
Under Law and the NAACP Legal Defense Fund utilize a large group of private lawyers and
law firms to handle major civil rights litigation.
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proach designed to meet the full range of client needs. In this way, we are
able not only to provide a battered woman and her children with legal
protection from abuse and assistance in securing child support, custody,
divorce or separation, but also in getting her counseling, emergency shel-
ter, and, in the longer term, affordable housing and employment. Thus,
we go beyond meeting clients' emergency needs to help them realize a
stable and self-sufficient future.
We have developed this holistic system of service through the fol-
lowing means:
" creation of partnerships and collaborations with existing service
providers so that we offer clients streamlined systems of service
and prevent duplication of services;
* training VLSP legal volunteers to determine when clients need
resources other than legal assistance, and training them regarding
the resources available; and
* the in-house provision of social services through development of
a volunteer program utilizing social services professionals and
built along the same lines as the successful VLSP legal volunteer
program."
ii. What Private Attorneys Must Do
To help meet the challenges of the legal-services restrictions and
devolution, and to participate in a coordinated, holistic approach to ad-
dressing the legal needs of low-income clients, pro bono programs and
coordinators must expand beyond their traditional role of tapping indi-
vidual attorneys for particular cases and engage in one or more of the
following activities:
Undertake complex litigation. There are many cases with solid legal
positions that LSC-funded legal-services programs cannot take on either
because the cases involve prohibited activities (such as challenges to wel-
fare reform laws) or require resources that legal services programs do not
have. Moreover, one of the most significant restrictions on LSC-funded
programs is the prohibition on initiating or participating in class-action
cases. Yet, class actions are often essential tools to prevent adverse and
illegal action by both government and private entities. This work cannot
be done solely by non-LSC-funded entities because they often do not
have enough staff or resources.
Represent individual clients. Civil legal assistance providers can form
partnerships with private law firms and pro bono programs to augment
the representation of clients who need assistance. This is not the same as
referring clients to a pro bono lawyer. Instead, what is contemplated is
for a law firm or pro bono program to take on a whole category of cases
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or a set of legal problems. For example, the American Bar Association
created the Children in SSI Project which has mobilized the private bar
in virtually every state to prepare volunteer attorneys to represent af-
fected families of severely disabled children denied SSI by the changes in
the SSI program.'O° Similar local initiatives have involved representation
by law firms in landlord-tenant cases or in housing development matters.
Two other practices that have worked well in a few areas could be ex-
panded into many more places. Law firms can place associates with civil
legal-assistance providers for significant periods of time (six months to a
year or more). Law firms can also take on a series of specific types of
cases as co-counsel with a staff program.
Train and mentor legal assistance staff lawyers and paralegals. Many
legal assistance staff are not experienced in advocacy focused on persua-
sive factual presentations, because they have relied in the past upon the
application of federal regulations to state policies and practices in repre-
senting adversely affected clients. In subject areas where the federal law
and regulations on which advocates have previously relied are no longer
in effect, advocates need training and mentoring on how to argue facts
effectively. In addition, some staff lack basic trial advocacy skills and
need training on such skills which private firms can do. For example, a
private firm could include civil legal assistance staff in its own training
programs or participate in private firm exchanges with the staff provider.
Undertake critical lobbying and policy advocacy before legislative and
administrative rulemaking bodies. In this new environment, it is very im-
portant that low-income persons be represented before state and local
agencies while these bodies are making policies and laws to implement
the new federalism. Moreover, because of the discretion accorded state
agencies under devolution, there is an opportunity to help develop new
and innovative anti-poverty policies that could be more effective than
prior approaches. Private lawyers and law firms can bring the power of
the large firm to bear on problems of low-income persons by forming ef-
fective partnerships with advocates who are in daily contact with client
problems as well as with key state and national advocacy groups.1 In
conjunction with such advocacy, private lawyers can help legal services
and other advocates who are engaged in policy advocacy garner the sup-
port of the business community on issues of mutual interest, such as wel-
fare-to-work and job training."l
109. See Julie Justicz, Children in SSI Project Update, DIALOGUE, Fall 1997, at 21.
110. There will be occasions when other interests represented by the law firm prevent rep-
resentation of low-income persons, but this is little different than representation of clients in
court when there are conflicts.
111. There are also situations when representation by legal services providers clouds the
merits of the clients' interests because of how the legal services provider is perceived by the
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Provide transactional assistance to job creation, welfare-to-work and
community-revitalization efforts. Using transactional legal skills and ex-
pertise, private lawyers and law firms can assist legal services or under-
take directly legal work necessary to help community organizations and
even governments create jobs, including creating community services
employment opportunities; improve welfare-to-work services, such as
new means of transporting workers to jobs; and revitalize low-income
communities.
b. Law Students
Another overlooked group of advocates are law students, many of
whom come to law school with an interest and initial commitment to as-
sisting low-income persons with their legal problems. Yet, for a variety of
reasons including how law school clinical programs frequently operate,
the civil legal assistance system has not taken full advantage of these
young future lawyers. In part this is because many clinical programs have
developed to emphasize the training of law students and have focused on
lawyering techniques through simulations and careful caseload control.
However, many legal services providers have also viewed law students as
added help and not taken the opportunity to develop more extensive
programs that could effectively utilize such students in the delivery of
civil legal assistance.
Several successful examples provide useful models upon which to
build. First, Harvard and Northeastern law students spend part of a se-
mester for academic credit at Gary Bellow's Hale and Dorr Legal Serv-
ices Center providing civil legal assistance as well as learning trial and
advocacy techniques. Second, the University of Michigan Law School has
formed a partnership with Southeast Michigan Legal Services and a non-
LSC-funded staff program to provide representation in a variety of cases,
including LSC-restricted cases, and to provide support to Michigan legal
services program staff.
Although this project has only recently begun, it has been effective in
attracting law student participation as well as utilizing clinical and other
faculty at the law school for critically important civil legal assistance ad-
vice and representation.'
A third example is the successful Maryland pro se project. In 1995
and 1996, thirty-four law students from the University of Maryland clini-
cal program conducted diagnostic interviews, made appropriate referrals,
and gave basic legal information advice to approximately 4,400 people
legislative body.
112. See Bob Gillette, The Role of Law Schools in Re-Creating State Support, NLADA
CORNERSTONE, Spring 1998, at 5.
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who were otherwise representing themselves in domestic cases. The stu-
dents were initially supervised in person at the courthouse, but later off
site by phone. The students not only helped identify legal problems and
analyzed claims and defenses that the clients might have, but also pro-
vided assistance in completing forms, serving process, understanding the
processes and rules of the court, and making appropriate referrals to pri-
vate or pro bono attorneys. In order to provide effective assistance, the
project had to develop and use simplified pleading forms. Overall, con-
sumer satisfaction was very high and the project was successful in assist-
ing clients obtain their objectives in the domestic cases."
c. Young Lawyers and Advocates
The civil legal assistance system needs to invest in young lawyers and
advocates, offer them opportunities to be creative, and give them the
freedom to become leaders. Many law students who are eager to repre-
sent low-income persons after law school often have difficulty finding
jobs in legal services programs or other civil providers. Those who do
find jobs often experience programs with older entrenched staff and a
bureaucratic structure that prevents or hinders professional and financial
advancement. Still others encounter an office culture that discourages or
limits innovation and new approaches to work. As a result, many young
lawyers are not coming into legal-services programs or, if they are hired,
are not finding the opportunity to grow and innovate. In addition, some
young lawyers have accumulated large loans from law school and college
and are leery of taking legal services jobs at far lower salaries than avail-
able to some in the private and other public-sector positions.
Legal services and pro bono programs must give priority to hiring
more young lawyers, even at the expense of hiring more experienced
practitioners. Hiring recent law school graduates is critically important to
maintaining legal services as a central player in the justice system in the
eyes of law schools and to ensuring that civil legal assistance continues to
attract bright and committed lawyers to assisting the poor. Perhaps even
more important, many young lawyers have new and creative ideas about
how to address problems of the poor through both individual and collec-
tive strategies. They bring new perspectives and approaches that may be
more effective in today's world than the approaches used by existing ad-
vocates which were successful in a different era. Even when their ideas
may suggest approaches that have not been used in the past or were once
113. See Millemann, supra note 105; Rethinking the Full-Service Legal Representational
Model: A Maryland Experiment, 30 CLEARINGHOUSE REv. 1178 (1997).
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tried and rejected, the ideas of young lawyers should not be thwarted but
encouraged and nurtured.
In addition, IOLTA, LSC, the bar, and private foundation funders
should consider creating new programs that would attract young lawyers
into civil legal assistance work."' Existing models in California and else-
where can provide guidance and experience in designing and funding
such initiatives. Legal services programs should also take advantage of
new programs that are emerging, such as the National Association of
Public Interest Law-Open Society matching program which matches
funds for programs to hire young lawyers. In addition, a systematic effort
should begin to encourage more law firms to establish fellowship pro-
grams like that run by Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher and Flom."6 Loan
forgiveness and other programs to assist young lawyers with large loans
should also be consistent. If feasible, such programs could be developed
and become part of the civil justice system in each state.
The civil legal assistance system must also reach out to young lawyers
in private practice to encourage their participation in advocacy for the
poor and the economically disadvantaged. While young lawyers may be
reached through formal pro bono programs, too often the opportunities
offered such young lawyers are not challenging or interesting. Together
with expanding the type of work which is done pro bono, it is also neces-
sary to create exciting and interesting efforts that will attract young law-
yers in large firms, small firms, and solo practices. Moreover, many young
lawyers are not targeted for participation in new civil legal assistance ini-
tiatives that are developed by legal services programs or the bar. This too
should change.
114. When OEO began the federal legal services program, one of the early steps was to
establish the Reginald Heber Smith Fellowship Program which had, as its original goal, to bring
to legal services the "best and the brightest" young lawyers and law graduates. This strategy was
necessary in order to ensure that the federal program did not remain dependent upon the man-
agers and directors of the traditional legal aid societies who had failed to develop new areas of
the law relevant to the poor or to undertake necessary appellate advocacy as well as advocacy
before legislative and administrative policy bodies. For a discussion of the critical role of Reg-
gies, see JOHNSON, supra note 9 at 178-180; Houseman, supra note 47, at 1683.
115. Civil legal-assistance providers have also not taken advantage of many young public-
policy-school graduates who are interested in assisting low-income persons. These graduates
often bring critical analytical and policy skills that could be effectively used for research, analy-
sis, and advocacy in the civil justice system of the future.
116. Each year, the firm sponsors fellows who work in public interest and legal services or-
ganizations for one or two years.
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5. Ensure High Quality, Coordinated, Efficient, and Effective Civil
Legal Assistance
a. Creating a Community of Advocates
To ensure a full range of legal-assistance options to all low-income
persons in all civil justice forums, legal providers throughout the state
and their partners need to work together in a coordinated and collabora-
tive manner. It is particularly important that providers who are restricted
in the services that they can provide work with providers who are not re-
stricted in order to ensure the availability of the full range of legal serv-
ices to low-income persons. In addition, legal providers must work col-
laboratively with one another and the broader community to use and
integrate all individuals and organizations providing civil legal assistance
to low-income persons.
More than collaboration is needed, however. Providers throughout
the state must coordinate their activities to make the highest and best use
of all available resources; minimize duplication of capacities and admini-
stration; develop and maintain coordinated and accessible client intake,
advice, and brief services and referral systems; and maintain organiza-
tional relationships and structures that maximize economies of scale and
ensure the effective use of existing and emerging technologies. Providers
also need to coordinate to ensure that legal assistance is available when
needed and to respond quickly to client emergencies including those cre-
ated by natural disasters or by significant changes in the law.
b. Expertise and Flexibility
Legal providers must have the substantive expertise, institutional
presence, and experience necessary to provide high quality legal assis-
tance consistent with the standards of practice within the state and with
national standards of provider performance. Institutional presence is par-
ticularly important to effective, high-quality representation of low-
income persons because of the radically changing nature of the laws af-
fecting them and the shift in decision making from the federal and state
levels.
Providers will be called upon to ensure that the rights and interests of
low-income persons are taken into account by courts, administrative
agencies, legislative bodies, and other private and public institutions that
make decisions affecting such persons.
Legal providers must also have the capacity and flexibility to identify
and respond effectively and efficiently to new and emerging legal trends
and changes in the nature of the legal problems of low-income persons.
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Substantive strategies and appropriate techniques of advocacy must be
constantly reappraised to respond to changing client legal needs. In addi-
tion, providers need the flexibility to reconfigure their structures, inte-
grate their activities, and reallocate their resources to carry out new
strategies necessary to respond to changing client legal needs. Such flexi-
bility cannot be attained unless sufficient support exists within the system
to identify and respond to emerging legal trends and changes in the na-
ture of the legal problems of low income persons through training, avail-
ability of specialized expertise, and other resources.
c. Collaboration with Human Services Providers
To create a true community of advocates, legal providers will also
have to coordinate and collaborate with human services providers, com-
munity based organizations, low-income groups, and other entities to de-
liver holistic and interdisciplinary services and to enable non-legal-
services providers to provide their clients with accurate and relevant in-
formation about legal rights and options and how to access the system.
Developing partnerships and collaborations with a variety of provid-
ers and community entities, including local and state governmental agen-
cies, can be a very effective way of providing critical services and maxi-
mizing assistance to low-income clients. Often, more clients can be
reached through such collaborations than by working in isolation.117
There are other advantages as well from such partnerships and collabora-
tions. These groups can directly influence policy, often more effectively
than the legal services program."8 Moreover, joining in partnerships with
other human services providers can result in increased funding for the le-
gal-services program, either directly or as a line item in the human serv-
ices agency's budget."9 Finally, such partnerships can create a greater
awareness of the substantive challenges facing low-income persons and
an increased understanding of the role of civil legal assistance, as well as
and facilitate the creation of new grass roots, community-based organiza-
tions of low-income persons.
For example, the Legal Aid Society of Cincinnati has developed a
partnership with Cincinnati Works, a collaborative entity founded by a
successful businessman to help poor people escape poverty by obtaining
117. An excellent discussion of the advantages of partnerships was provided by Steve Xan-
thopoulos, Executive Director, West Tennessee Legal Services, in Steve Xanthopoulos, View
from the Trenches: Local Partnerships Enhance Results for Program Clients, NLADA
CORNERSTONE, Fall 1997, at 6-7.
118. A good example of the effectiveness of coalitions in welfare advocacy is about ob-
taining domestic violence exception for time limits. See Dietrick, supra note 62.
119. Monroe County Legal Assistance Corporation in Rochester, New York, has been par-
ticularly affective at such fund raising efforts.
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and retaining self-support jobs. Not only does Legal Aid work on ad-
dressing employment barriers such as transportation and child care, but
Legal Aid also provided direct legal assistance to Cincinnati Works par-
ticipants on referral from the program. This successful partnership not
only has helped clients address barriers to employment that necessitated
legal assistance but also helped Legal Aid develop important relation-
ships within the business and civil community.' 2°
Collaborations and partnerships also offer opportunities for holistic
service delivery innovations that involve legal services working in con-
junction with other human services delivery programs to deliver inte-
grated services. Such partnerships not only enhance a legal services pro-
gram role as an integral part of a community's delivery of services, but
enable the program "to become a part of a bigger solution for its clients'
problems.', 12' For example, West Tennessee Legal Services has set up
one-stop shopping for victims of domestic violence by sharing space with
a domestic-violence organization in two of its rural offices. Similarly, Bay
Area Legal Services in Tampa, Florida created partnerships with local
domestic-violence shelters, including placing a full-time attorney at one
of the shelters. Another example is the Partnership Project funded by the
Ford Foundation and involving Legal Services of North Carolina, Legal
Aid Society of Hartford, Connecticut, and Oregon Legal Services. A final
example, Monroe County Legal Assistance Corporation, has contracts
with hospitals to provide legal services in conjunction with hospital pro-
grams, such as drug- and alcohol-rehabilitation programs.
6. Effective Use of Technology
The civil legal assistance system of the future will have to use the
most up-to-date technology to ensure efficiency and effective communi-
cation, coordination, and collaboration, access a broader base of knowl-
edge, work more efficiently, and reach more clients. Thus, legal providers
must take full advantage of existing and innovative technologies and
maximize the use of technology to deliver high-quality legal assistance.
These technologies can be divided roughly into three groups: (1) Pro-
gram management/delivery of legal services to clients by attorneys or
other advocates; (2) Support and information for attorneys and other ad-
120. The Legal Aid Society of Cincinnati also operates Project Able, a collaborative with
CRI, a mental health provider. Project Able provides legal services to help people on disability
benefits successfully transition to work while maintaining economic stability and medical cover-
age. Legal Aid provides a comprehensive benefits analysis and representation before SSA and
other agencies. All fees are paid by the Ohio Rehabilitation Services Commission.
121. LeAnna Hart Gipson, Effective Delivery: Rethinking Fundamental Issues, MGMT.
INFO. ExcH. J., Nov. 1997, at 46.
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vocates; and (3) Assistance to individuals who choose to or must attempt
to access the legal system without an attorney or other advocate.
a. Program Management/Service Delivery
The most familiar use of advanced computer technology is to auto-
mate routine office functions. Computerized forms and pleadings, auto-
matic benefit calculation programs, case management systems that in-
clude docketing and calendaring, document assembly and timekeeping
software all can increase staff productivity and the number of clients
served. If client education materials are made available on-line, advo-
cates can download those materials and easily customize them for their
local communities.
In addition to office automation, computer and telephone technolo-
gies offer the opportunity to centralize intake and to offer telephone hot-
lines that provide clients with brief advice and referrals. Technology can
also be used to link program offices, and to link different organizations,
through e-mail and shared databases, which enable staff to perform pro-
gram-wide conflict checks and to work on cases with people at other of-
fices or organizations. Providers can communicate with courts; share in-
formation about clients with social workers, shelter providers, and others
working on clients' needs; access common statewide resource materials;
and work easily across the boundaries of staff programs, private firms,
law schools, and other providers.
In addition, technology can help providers better understand the
work and productivity of their staff and the results which the work is
achieving for low-income persons.
Thus, legal providers must invest in technology for acquisition of
hardware and software on an ongoing basis. In addition, staff must have
access to and adequate training on of up-to-date technological tools to
access information, work productively, and communicate with colleagues,
courts and clients.
b. Support
Another major role of technology is to provide advocates with sup-
port and resources from outside their own offices. Computer-assisted le-
gal research, including fee-based services, such as Lexis and Westlaw,
CD-ROM products, and the Internet, can dramatically reduce time spent
on legal research and enable a much wider net to be cast. If they are
stored electronically, advocates also can access pleadings from other
cases and other organizations, along with articles and other useful docu-
ments, and can use practice manuals and other substantive law guides.
Training modules can be made available on the Internet, using interac-
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tive and discussion technologies, and advocates also can take advantage
of audio conferencing, video conferencing, and videotape.
The Internet can expedite the transmission of information about new
opinions, legislation, regulations, and other developments requiring the
response of the civil legal-assistance community. "Push" technology can
be used to get important information directly into advocates' e-mail-
boxes. Advocates can share information and advice through e-mail, web-
based discussion groups, and listservs, including information about sub-
stantive law developments as well as upcoming trainings, conferences,
and community meetings.
As a result, advocates will develop inter-organizational and lateral
communications with advocates in other states as well as inter-
connectedness essential to the creation of a broad community of advo-
cates.
c. Client Assistance and Education
Technology also has tremendous potential to educate clients about
their rights, help them understand when they could benefit from access-
ing the legal system, and help them find a lawyer or proceed pro se. In-
teractive technologies have shown great promise to help people proceed
pro se. For example, people can fill out standard forms and pleadings on
computer kiosks available in courthouses or other social-services agen-
cies, or through the Internet, and can access libraries and other substan-
tive resources.
At the same time that technology presents enormous opportunities, it
also has the potential to disadvantage low-income people disproportion-
ately, and the civil legal-assistance community must develop the capacity
to address these issues. At the most basic level, providers need to moni-
tor and evaluate their own use of new technologies, particularly in the
area of intake and hotlines, to ensure that clients are obtaining favorable
outcomes. Similarly, as clients are increasingly required to access courts,
government agencies, and private-sector businesses through telephone
menus and computers, providers must ensure that these systems can ac-
commodate people with limited access to computers and limited educa-
tional backgrounds and must be alert to unintended consequences of
computerization. Finally, providers must work with the larger community
to ensure that low-income persons have equal access to computers and
computer training through public libraries, schools, and social-service
agencies.
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7. Ensuring Statewide Coordination and Support for Providers of
Civil Legal Assistance
An integrated, comprehensive state system of civil legal assistance not
only requires a range of critical services and a coordinated community of
advocates, but it also requires a systematic effort to ensure coordination
and support for all legal providers and their partners and a central focus
on statewide issues of importance to low-income persons including repre-
sentation before legislative and administrative bodies. This will require a
system to coordinate advocacy in all state-level legal forums on matters
of consequence to low-income people, including amicus work.
The loss of over $10 million in state support funding as a result of the
congressional funding decision made in 1995 has taken a large toll on the
state support structure that was previously in place. Many of the state
support units and the regional training centers that were part of larger
programs have been eliminated. A number of new entities that are gen-
erally severely under-funded and understaffed have developed to carry
on state-level advocacy, particularly policy advocacy.'2 Most of the re-
maining free-standing state support programs have survived, although,
with a few exceptions, they have not made up the loss of LSC funds.1 23
Since the demise of LSC there has been in many states no significant
training of staff, information sharing about new developments, state level
policy advocacy, litigation support, or effective coordination among pro-
viders. In others, only a few of these activities have been taken up by new
entities or carried on by former LSC-funded entities.
It is essential that this system be reconstructed in some form. Re-
building a state support system will require new funds, contributions
from existing providers of civil legal assistance ,and, in many states, sub-
stantial restructuring of the system. In addition to coordination of advo-
cacy, the state system must undertake the following activities:
a. Statewide Coordination of State-Level Resource Development
The ability of a state to provide the full range of services and develop
a community of advocates depends on its capacity to raise necessary
funds from sources within the state, including both private and public
122. Examples include the following: Arizona Justice Institute; Northern California Law-
yers for Civil Justice and the Public Interest Law Project; Poverty Law Project in Illinois; Proj-
ect Safety Net in Kentucky; Maine Equal Justice Project; Center for Civil Justice in Saginaw,
Michigan; Nebraska Appleseed Center; New Mexico Center on Law and Poverty; North Caro-
lina Justice and Community Development Center; and Tennessee Justice Center.
123. These include: Western Center for Law and Poverty; Massachusetts Law Reform; Le-
gal Services of New Jersey; Greater Upstate Law Project; Texas Legal Services Center; Ohio
State Legal Services; Florida Legal Services; Michigan Legal Services; and Virginia Poverty
Law Center.
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sources. While LSC funds must continue, it is clear that state resources
are equally vital to creating and maintaining a integrated, comprehensive
state system. Legal providers and their partners must work together to
raise funds for the state system as a whole. Successful state efforts have
usually involved unified private and capital campaigns, unified ap-
proaches to major potential state public sources, and unified liaison with
and maintenance of existing statewide sources. In addition, the state sys-
tem needs to coordinate technical assistance for targeted local-funding
efforts, coordinate efforts to develop local and regional funding sources
and coordinate communication, public relations, media, and branding ac-
tivities.24
b. Information Dissemination
A critical role of state support efforts involves information dissemina-
tion. States must ensure effective monitoring, analysis, and timely distri-
bution of information regarding all relevant legal developments to all in-
dividual and institutional providers and others participating in the
statewide system.
States must also create and maintain an efficient state-of-the-art
statewide information-dissemination network which includes at least five
elements. First is statewide e-mail access for institutional providers of
civil legal assistance, such as legal-services programs, pro bono programs,
law-school clinical and related programs, specialized legal-advocacy pro-
grams, and staff working in community-based organizations. Second is a
statewide civil legal-assistance web site and other methods of communi-
cation to provide up-to-date information about state legislative, regula-
tory, and policy developments affecting low-income persons as well as
other information relevant to the delivery of civil legal assistance. Third,
states must establish statewide electronic library of briefs, forms, best
practices, and proprietary texts and client information materials, which
are accessible by all institutional providers and private attorneys provid-
ing civil legal assistance. Fourth, states need to develop a coordinated
statewide research strategy integrating Internet usage, on-line services,
proprietary sources, and other resources. Finally, states should also de-
velop a coordinated data-management systems to facilitate information
sharing and case-file transfers.
In addition, states should convene regular statewide meetings of, or
communications among, attorneys, paralegals, and lay advocates
(including private attorneys and law firms, attorneys working for gov-
124. "Branding activities" refers to deliberate use of distinctive logos and symbols to build
public awareness of the civil legal-assistance system within the state.
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ernmental entities, corporations, labor unions, and human-services pro-
viders) to discuss common issues, problems, subject areas, client constitu-
encies, techniques of advocacy, and strategies to make the most effective
and efficient use of resources.
c. Coordinated Statewide Education and Training Activities
Education and training activities must be available for all individual
and institutional providers within the state so they can develop expertise
in all major areas of legal-services practice within a state, update advo-
cates on new developments and emerging trends in law and policy af-
fecting low income persons, ensure the use of new strategies, tools, skills
and techniques of advocacy, develop managers and new leaders, and
maximize opportunities for professional staff development for all experi-
ence levels of staff.
Training activities need to be carried out both at the workplace and
outside of the workplace for maximum efficiency and effectiveness. State
support entities must also provide assistance to local providers to ensure
development of appropriate local training and education activities and
materials. States should coordinate with continuing legal education pro-
grams offered by state or local bar associations or other entities. Finally,
all legal providers must create opportunities for staff to participate in na-
tional and regional training and collaborations that are relevant to civil
legal assistance activities of the state.
d. Administrative Coordination and Support
Some state support systems have also provided administration coor-
dination and support to local providers. These have included coordinated
central purchasing whenever there are significant economies of scale to
be realized (e.g., for equipment or technological systems) and consoli-
dated or coordinated statewide financial operations when appropriate
and efficient. It is also useful for states to develop statewide norms and
policies, such as staff performance standards and referral and conflict
procedures.
e. Coordinated Statewide Civil Legal-Assistance Liaison
Each state should arrange coordinated statewide civil legal-assistance
liaison with all major institutions affecting or serving low-income persons
in legal matters, including state, local and federal courts; administrative
agencies; legislative bodies; alternative dispute resolution bodies; and
other public or private entities providing legal information, advice, or
representation.
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f. Coordinated Statewide Research
Finally, the state system must ensure both substantive and delivery
research is systematically undertaken. Delivery research should focus on
improving the delivery of civil legal assistance within the state. As part of
these efforts, states also need to identify and promote systemic "best
practices" in areas such as intake, needs assessment, priority setting, case
management, techniques of advocacy, and strategy development. In addi-
tion, states should undertake research on relevant demographic trends
and new and emerging legal problems that affect low-income persons
within the state.
8. Ensuring National Coordination and Support for Providers of
Civil Legal Assistance
National support has fared better than state support after the loss of
LSC funding. Most of the old LSC-funded centers are still in existence
and many are doing quite well. This is because some of the former LSC-
funded centers had considerable non-LSC funding on which they could
build, some were able to obtain additional funding to offset or surpass
the LSC loss, and a few were components of much larger organizations
and thus could absorb the LSC loss without a significant change in activi-
ties. '2 In addition, other national organizations not funded by LSC pro-. 126
vided significant support in some areas to legal-services advocates.
Nevertheless, even though many of these former LSC-funded entities
remain and other entities continue to provide some support, the reality is
that advocates in the civil legal-assistance system have less access to sup-
port assistance than before the termination of LSC funding. There is less
training, fewer manuals and other relevant materials, less information
about policy and legal developments, and often little capacity to provide
immediate and ongoing assistance to local advocates. While national
policy advocacy may have suffered the least, there remains less capacity
than previously existed to ensure that the rights and interests of low-
income families are represented before Congress and federal agencies.
Moreover, there remain gaps in national advocacy on issues of impor-
tance to the poor and a lack of training, manuals, information, and assis-
tance on new and emerging issues, such as transportation. In addition,
125. For example, the National Immigration Law Center and the National Consumer Law
Center have actually increased their overall funding after the loss of LSC funds, while Indian
Law Support Project was absorbed into the regular operations of the Native American Rights
Fund.
126. Examples include: Center for Law and Social Policy; Center on Budget and Policy Pri-
orities; Children's Defense Fund; Bazelon Center for Mental Health; Families USA; and Na-
tional Women's Law Center.
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the national advocacy system is not undertaking sufficient research on
new areas and ideas and not providing the civil legal-assistance system
with demographic and other analyses that will be helpful to them in
planning, setting priorities, and building a system for a future client co-
hort that may differ considerably from the client cohort of the past three
decades.
Recreating the old national support system will not be possible be-
cause there will not be sufficient funds to do so from private foundations,
the government, or legal-services programs. Moreover, the old system is
not what is needed today or for the future because it would not meet the
needs of advocates efficiently or effectively nor would it have the capac-
ity to meet the gaps in support and advocacy that exist and will increase
in the future. Instead, the national legal-services community must build a
new system, utilizing modem technology to the fullest to provide train-
ing, information, manuals, and even advice and strategy assistance. This
new system will also take advantage of the funding possibilities that do
exist for devolution and other advocacy and state policy work and utilize
the range of organizations that are involved in one or more of the critical
functions that must be done at the national level.l'2
9. Engagement with Clients and Their Communities
Those involved in civil legal assistance must be in constant touch and
dialogue with the low-income persons and families in communities so
that providers understand the values, concerns, needs, and problems of
low-income persons including what they know about existing or potential
legal problems they may face and how they are reacting to changes di-
rectly affecting their lives. Such client engagement will require changes in
how programs operate.' As one client recently stated: "Legal services
attorneys and paralegals need to get out and know the community. They
do not live in the communities in which they work. They need to learn
about the community, know the churches, schools, and organizations that
serve the community so that they understand what a client's life is-
127. This rebuilding has begun as part of the Project for the Future of Equal Justice, a joint
project of the National Legal Aid and Defender Association (NLADA) and the Center for Law
and Social Policy, and through a new NLADA Section on Support.
128. Client engagement is not the same as "client involvement," as legal services has tradi-
tionally used that term. Client involvement works well when there are strong, viable client
groups that represent broad constituencies and when client representatives are themselves in-
volved in leading social change. Unfortunately, that is not the case today in many communities.
Thus, without giving up the historic and value-laden strong commitment to client involvement,
legal services must focus on client engagement-an active outreach effort that involves commu-
nity lawyering and the development of options and opportunities for clients.
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where they live and work, who they know, and what their problems really
are."
129
First, provider staff will have to view their work differently than in the
past. Their job will include community meetings and interaction with cli-
ents in community settings as well as increased outreach efforts to com-
municate with low-income persons in a variety of settings, such as welfare
offices, housing projects, head-start programs, domestic-violence shelters,
homeless shelters, churches, and a host of other settings. To be effective,
these client- and community-focussed aspects of staff work will need to
be written into job descriptions and used as a basis for evaluation, salary
increases, and job promotion.
Second, providers through each state will need to develop a more
structured approach to community lawyering so that staff have clear road
maps about the nature of such lawyering and how it can be done effec-
tively. Community lawyering is the provision of legal assistance, out-
reach, and community legal education to organized groups of low-income
persons in poor communities whose are trying to assert more control
over their own lives and preserve and improve their communities.3 " The
state system should develop guidelines for effective group representation
as well as how to work with a variety of client- and human-services agen-
cies that care for and provide services to low-income persons and fami-
lies. 131
Third, providers and their partners will have to expand the places
where intake is done, as well as utilize a wider range of intake techniques,
including telephone intake and hotlines (discussed above). For example,
programs should consider intake in evenings or on Saturdays both at
their offices and at community settings, such as human-services provid-
ers, welfare departments, unemployment offices, domestic-violence shel-
ters, churches, and the like.
Fourth, providers must be sensitive to the values, cultures, and aspira-
tions of low-income households in the state. Advocates and others in-
volved in the civil justice system must work and communicate effectively
with the various constituencies of low-income persons within the state.
Ensuring effective communication and responsiveness will require di-
verse staffing patterns within and among providers and the use of com-
munity volunteers or lay advocates. When there are a large number of
129. Marion Hathaway, Remarks at the Conference on Legal Services and Poverty Advo-
cacy (Feb. 26-28, 1994).
130. This definition is borrowed from Andy Scherer of Legal Services of New York City.
131. As mentioned earlier, one of the only articles on community lawyering remains rele-
vant today. See Michael J. Fox, Some Rules for Community Lawyers, 14 CLEARINGHOUSE REV.
1 (1980).
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low-income households that speak a language other than English, pro-
viders collectively must ensure that there are advocates who can speak
the language of the clients.
All providers should also consider periodic efforts to evaluate their
services and staff performance through structured client efforts. For ex-
ample, programs have successfully convened focus groups of clients to
assess services and provide information on clients' needs and perceptions.
132
In addition to active community involvement, legal assistance should
be provided in ways that enable, support, and enhance the ability of low-
income individuals and groups to define, assert, promote, and enforce the
legal rights and interests within the state's civil justice system. Empow-
ering clients will involve a range of activity depending on the capacities of
the clients. Some will be able to advocate effectively for themselves, par-
ticularly in administrative hearings, if support and assistance is provided
by the program. Other clients may need the support and assistance of lay
advocates, support groups, self-help groups, or client organizations that
have been trained by the program to provide assistance. Many will need
the assistance of lawyers and paralegals during the advocacy itself, but
can play greater roles in preparing for proceedings and in the proceed-
ings themselves than is often assumed. Legal services has long struggled
with what it means to empower clients, but very few programs have actu-
ally put in place modes of practice which reduce clients' dependency, fos-
ter clients' self-esteem and enhance clients' capacities to advocate on
their own behalf. Empowering clients will involve giving more attention
to the prevention of problems than has historically been the case in legal
services and it will require the program to examine the legal problems
through the eyes of their clients and in the context of where clients live
and work.""
Finally, a client-centered approach may well involve reconceptualiz-
ing clients as producers and not just consumers or recipients of services.
For example, Edgar Cahn has developed a concept of time-dollars to en-
132. An excellent example of how focus groups can be used and the impact such efforts can
have is provided in James Bamberger & Sally Pritchard, Challenging Institutional Relevance-
Part 1, MGMT. INFO. EXCH. J., October 1993; and James Bamberger & Sally Pritchard, Chal-
lenging Institutional Relevancy-Part I, MGMT. INFO. ExcH. J., Nov. 1994.
133. Randi Youells, a former project director, defined client empowerment "as a process
during which people who are without power or influence-or the ability to prevail in the face of
opposition-are assisted in obtaining what they want, need, and/or are entitled to in ways that
foster their ability to learn and understand how they can best exercise their own skills, talents
and strengths (and under what circumstances) to improve the problems, situations, or conditions
that confront them." See Empowering the Client Community: What Does it Mean? MGMT. INFO.
EXCH. J., March 1995.
134. See id.; Randi Youells, Rethinking Client Empowerment, MGMT. INFO. EXCH. J., July
1993.
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able clients to be producers, an approach with which legal services needs
to experiment throughout the country in different settings."'
Time-dollars are service credits that convert time spent helping others
into purchasing power. Legal services would charge clients a fee to be
paid with time-dollars. This could involve community groups undertaking
activities in return for legal representation or individuals receiving repre-
sentation and advice as if they were in a prepaid legal insurance plan.
This idea has not been tried in a legal-services context nor on the scale
necessary to yet determine its utility as an approach to assisting the eco-
nomic, social, and civic empowerment for the poor. But it at least has the
advantage of changing "the relationship between lawyer and client, from
one of dependency and implicit subordination, to one of reciprocity and
mutuality."'36
10. Who Should Be Served
Historically, the civil legal-assistance system has primarily served in-
dividuals who are very poor. Prior to the federal legal-services programs,
these were the poorest of the poor, although many legal-aid programs
added other criteria at one time or another during their history, such as
whether the clients were morally deserving to be represented.'37 During
the first ten years of the federal program, the financial eligibility standard
was based on the official federal government poverty line. ' Since 1976,
LSC has set the federal eligibility standard for use of LSC funds at 125%
of the federal poverty guidelines, although there are exceptions for re-
cipients of public benefits and for people with unusual expenditures.139
However, LSC-funded programs could serve individuals with higher in-
comes with non-LSC funds and many have and continue to do so. 4 Since
1965, except when Congress imposed restrictions, there have been few
moral criteria or other barriers imposed by LSC or the programs funded
by LSC.
As the delivery system for the 21st century is put into place, the civil
legal-assistance movement needs to revisit the financial eligibility criteria
that it has used for the last thirty-three years while at the same time re-
135. See Edgar S. Cahn, Reinventing Poverty Law, 103 YALE L.J. 2133 (1994).
136. Id.
137. See DOOLEY & HOUSEMAN, supra note 9, at 1.
138. This line was first set by the Office of Economic Opportunity and then the Community
Services Administration before responsibility for setting it was shifted to the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare and its successor, the Department of Health and Human Serv-
ices. See 63 Fed. Reg. 9235 (1998).
139. See 45 C.F.R. § 1611 (1997).
140. See 45 C.F.R. § 1611.3(e) (1997).
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maining vigilant against efforts to impose moral or non-financial eligibil-
ity criteria on who can be served.
a. Moderate Income-Earners, the Working Poor
A number of leaders in the civil legal-assistance movement have re-
cently suggested that legal-services programs should serve both the very• 1 1-141
poor and those with moderate incomes who make up the working poor.
The ABA Comprehensive Legal Needs Study (CLNS) shows that the le-
gal problems of low- and moderate-income households are more alike
than different, and that households just above and below the current
LSC-eligibility line of 125% of poverty are especially disadvantaged.42
This finding led to several policy conclusions by the Policy Development
Committee of the CLNS, including a recommendation that "legal serv-
ices programs serving low-income persons retain as much flexibility as
possible in deciding which cases to accept" and "adopt an eligibility crite-
rion that is as high as possible." 143 At the very least, it is time to systemi-
cally examine whether eligibility needs to be extended to permit repre-
sentation of a larger number of low-income persons. Civil providers
should be encouraged to experiment with co-payments and sliding fee
schedules and pro bono programs should be encouraged to increase pro
bono services to moderate-income households.
However, for two reasons, this is an area for experimentation and
careful development, but not yet for generic change in all states and ju-
risdictions. First, there could be an adverse impact on the representation
of lowest-income persons. Many poor persons raise realistic concerns that
expanding eligibility and using co-payments or fee schedules will dilute
the focus of legal-services programs on the poor and target scarce re-
sources on persons who can afford to pay an attorney! 44 These legitimate
concerns suggest that experimentation on eligibility, co-payments, and
sliding fee schedules should be done and the results evaluated before
substantial changes are made in the basic eligibility and fee systems in use
in the United States. Second, expanding eligibility to include persons with
moderate incomes may create friction with the private bar in some areas
of the country and put the civil legal-assistance system into unnecessary
141. See, e.g., F. William McCalpin, Should Clients Pay? The Canadian Experience, MGMT.
INFO. EXCH. J., Nov. 1995, at 33; Victor Geminiani, Introduction, Income-Generating Services,
MG T. INFO. ExcH. J., July 1996, at 17.
142. See AM. BAR ASS'N, FINDINGS OF THE COMPREHENSIVE LEGAL NEEDS STUDY 7-17
(1994).
143. See ALBERT H. CANTRIL, AM. BAR ASS'N, AGENDA FOR ACcESS: THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE AND CIVIL JusTIcE 31-32 (1996). This report was the final analysis done of the CLNS
and focused on the implications of the CLNS for the delivery of legal services.
144. The Comprehensive Legal Needs Study also found that moderate-income persons used
lawyers more than low-income persons. See id. at 26-29.
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internal conflicts at a time when the bar, the judiciary, staff providers, pro
bono programs, and all partners need to be working together to improve
access for those who cannot afford legal services.
b. The Deserving Poor
As the civil legal-assistance system moves to achieve full access and
implement the critical components outlined above, it must continue to
serve all those low-income clients who are in political disfavor or are eth-
nic minorities or who are perceived as undeserving. As supporters of fed-
eral legal-services programs have learned all too well in the last three
years, the opponents of LSC, if they believe at all in civil legal assistance,
believe it should only be available to the deserving poor- a conclusion
they have now begun to state publicly and forcefully."' Congress did not
stay on the sideline but took steps to prevent LSC-funded programs from
representing prisoners, public housing tenants charged with drug-related
offenses, and some aliens and created barriers to representing welfare re-
cipients. Pressures to extend the restrictions on who can be served will
continue. 146 The civil legal-assistance system of the future cannot embrace
the notion that clients who are politically or socially unpopular, or of cer-
tain ethnic or racial backgrounds, should not receive civil legal assistance.
11. Media Relations
The state legal-assistance system as well as institutional providers
need to develop effective relations with the media. The media can play
an important role in educating the public about the issues facing low-
income persons, such as their employment, housing, and legal problems.
For example, highlighting the reality life for low-income persons and
public-benefits recipients' experiences under devolution is a critically im-
portant strategy to counter the exploitative media stories that often
stereotype welfare recipients as abusers of an overgenerous, dependency-
creating system.147 As Jon Asher, Director of Legal Aid of Metropolitan
145. For example, John K. Carlisle of the National Legal and Policy Center stated that it is
"the deserving poor federal legal aid is supposed to be helping." John K. Carlisle, Letter to the
Editor, LEGAL TIMES, Sept. 1, 1997, at 27.
146. For example, Kenneth F. Boehm, Chairman of the National Legal and Policy Center,
in testimony on April 1, 1998, before a House appropriations subcommittee, called for a prohi-
bition on representation of temporary agricultural guest workers under the H-2A program cre-
ated by the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(15)(H)(ii)(A). See
Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Dep'ts of Commerce, Justice, and State, the Judiciay, and Re-
lated Agencies of the House Appropriations Comm., 105th Cong. (April 1, 1998). Moreover, he
implied that legal services programs should not be representing alcoholics, drug abusers, and
tenants facing evictions involving allegations of drug abuse. See id.
147. Such media advocacy is permissible under LSC regulations and laws. See Alan
Houseman & Linda Perle, CLASP, Media Advocacy, Recipient Communications and Media
Training (1997) (unpublished memorandum, on file with CLASP).
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Denver, has eloquently argued, legal-services programs and the broader
civil legal assistance system need to hear clients' stories and communicate
these stories to policymakers and the public. Those stories can be power-
ful vehicles for educating the public and civic leaders as well as elected
and appointed officials about what is going on and its impact on the real
lives of the poor.
The media can also be a very useful vehicle to publicize the availabil-
ity of various forms of assistance and services that legal-services and hu-
man-services providers have available. While it is certainly helpful to en-
courage effective stories in the major media, legal services should nurture
the local media and community newspapers which reach the public in the
local service areas. Some programs have developed regular columns in
local papers about what they are doing and various programs affecting
the poor. Others have developed regular TV and radio programs and
participated in interviews of important community leaders.
IV. CONCLUSION
The civil legal-assistance system as we have known it over the past
three decades is in transition. More of the same will not suffice. To be ef-
fective in an environment of limited resources, new restrictions, and ex-
traordinary changes in policies affecting low-income Americans, the civil
legal-assistance system needs new techniques of advocacy, new substan-
tive strategies, new capacities, a broader range of services, and new forms
of interprofessional cooperation. To achieve equal justice for all, and to
build the base of public support necessary to regain lost funding and to
remove unacceptable restrictions, the civil legal-assistance system of the
21st century must provide increased access to larger numbers of low-
income persons through an integrated, comprehensive state delivery sys-
tem addressing changing legal needs in new and innovate ways. More and
more, the private bar will be a central partner and key collaborator in the
delivery of a full range of legal services to the poor. Likewise, the system
must use law students effectively and ensure that young lawyers can fully
participate in staff programs and private attorney initiatives. How all of
the participants can work together-as partners and a community of ad-
vocates-to ensure an improved civil justice system and to improve the
lives of low-income persons is the central challenge facing those commit-
ted to equal justice for all.

